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Abstract 

The concept of impedance transformation through gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit is investi

gated with the construction of an "active-inductor"-capacitor voltage controlled oscillator (or 

active LC-VCO) circuit. Insights on the active LC-VCO operation mechanism is then compared 

with a regular LC-VCO (or passive LC-VCO) and a divide-by-2 circuit. Both active and passive 

inductor-capacitor voltage controlled oscillator circuits are design, fabricated, and tested for this 

research. 

Measurements on both active and passive LC-VCO circuits are close to their corresponding simu

lation results, with the exception of both oscillator circuits' phase noise performance. The passive 

LC-VCO circuit has a frequency span of +/-7.9% from the centre frequency of 4.9675GHz; and 

best phase noise measurements of -66.72dBc/Hz and -74.37dBc/Hz at 100kHz and 1MHz away 

from the oscillation frequency of 5.24GHz. The active LC-VCO circuit has a frequency span of 

+/-22.16% from the centre frequency of 4.2295GHz; and best phase noise measurements of -

63.62dBc/Hz and -66.8dBc/Hz at 100kHz and 1MHz away from the oscillation frequency of 

4.515GHz. 

Potential root causes of discrepancies between simulated and measured results include: single-

ended phase noise measurement from differential buffer output nodes, incomplete parasitic mod

eling for simulations, lack of on-chip decoupling capacitors for on-chip power and ground buses, 

and inaccurate modeling for frequency tuning components of both active and passive LC-VCO 

circuits; namely the voltage-to-current converter circuit and the PNP varactor devices. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

Relaxation and resonator based oscillators are two of the most popular circuit 

topologies chosen for voltage controlled oscillator implementations. Relaxation oscillator 

circuits provide two major advantages including wider frequency tuning range and smaller 

circuit area; however, these circuits suffer relatively poorer performances (i.e. higher 

phase noise in output spectrum) when compared with resonator based oscillator circuits. 

Resonator based oscillator circuits, on the other hand, require relatively larger circuit area. 

In addition, the resonators have been commonly implemented off-chip in the past. As 

1 



Introduction 2 

semiconductor fabrication technology advances, on-chip implemenation of both resonator 

and oscillator circuits become a viable option. Concurrently, research efforts have been 

made on further reduction of overall circuit area. One key research topic focus on active 

inductance generation by means of impedance transformation. 

The principle of impedance transformation with gyrator circuits has been proposed 

over the past few decades [2]. The gyrator circuit "transforms" the impedance of an 

lumped element into another element with different characteristics. Specifically, we are 

interested in applying this transformation property in order to convert a capacitive load 

into an on-chip inductive load. 

The aim of this research is to investigate the application of gyrator-capacitor-based 

active inductance generation onto oscillator circuits. Both relaxation and resonator based 

oscillator circuits are built in TSMC180nm technology. 

1.2 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized in 6 chapters, and contents of each chapter are briefly sum

marized as follows: 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 



Thesis Organization 3 

Chapter 2 covers both theory and technical background information related to res

onator type of oscillator circuit. Specifically, an integrated voltage controlled oscillator 

circuit was implemented with on-chip spiral inductor and varactors. 

Chapter 3 covers both theory and technical background information related to the 

principle of active inductance generation from gyrator-capactive feedback circuits, and the 

proposed relaxation type of voltage controlled oscillator circuit. 

Chapter 4 covers the circuit layout implementation of both voltage controlled cir

cuits introduced in Chapters 2 and 3. In addition, layout for the off-chip test structure is 

also covered in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 provides a few examples of existing phase noise models, simulation and 

measurement results of proposed oscillator circuits, and discussions on performance of the 

implemented voltage controlled circuits. 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of findings and possible future 

work. 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 
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CHAPTER 2 Passive Inductor-
Capacitive VCO Circuit 

This chapter covers the design of a passive inductor-capacitive voltage controlled 

oscillator circuit (or simply LC-VCO). The oscillator core circuit consists of a narrow

band "tuned" load, and a cross-coupled negative "gm" gain stage. Since we have to drive 

the signal off-chip, a buffer circuit is added in between the LC-VCO core circuit and the 

output pads. 

The definition of quality factor and descriptions on the design of the passive com

ponents will be covered in the first half of this chapter. Descriptions on the design of the 

active circuit components and the operation principle of the implemented tuned-oscillator 

circuit will be covered in the second half of this chapter. 

5 



Passive Inductor-Capacitive VCO Circuit 6 

2.1 Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 

The "tuned" load of an oscillator core circuit consists of an on-chip differential 

spiral inductor, connected in parallel with a capacitor. In order to vary the oscillation fre

quency of this oscillator (i.e. as a voltage controlled oscillator), the inductor and/or the 

capacitor is designed to be tunable. In this research, the capacitor is made tunable; and is 

referred by the name "varactor" (i.e. variable capacitor). In addition, the inductor is 

designed to have a constant value; and is implemented with an on-chip spiral inductor of 

fixed dimension. 

2.1.1 Quality Factor of Inductor and Capacitor 

The quality factor (or Q-factor) is used to determine how close the implementation 

of an inductor or a capacitor is to its ideal value. The non-ideal factor in such implemen

tation arises from actual physical properties of the passive component material. 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 



Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 7 

In the case of the on-chip spiral inductor, it is composed of a piece of metal line 

routed in a spiral form. The non-ideal factor derives from the non-zero resistivity along 

this metal routing, and associated routing to other circuit components. 

Similarly for the varactor implementation, series resistivity along metal line rout

ing and inside n-wells are factors that degrade the quality factor as well. More informa

tion on quality factor degradation will be described in later sections. 

By definition, the quality factor of an inductor with a series-connected resistor is 

Re(ZL) Rs 

where the subscript "s" represents series-connection between the inductor and the resistor. 

Similarly, the quality factor of a capacitor with a series-connected resistor is 

Im(Zc) co • C5 i 
O = ——— = -= (2.2) 

Re{Zc) Rs <o-R,-C, 

where the subscript "s" represents series-connection between the capacitor and the resis

tor. 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 



Passive Inductor-Capacitive VCO Circuit 8 

For simplicity on estimation of the quality factor of a LC shunt-connected load, the 

series-connected resistive-inductive and/or resistive-capacitive model is represented by an 

equivalent shunt-connected model. The conversion (from a series-connected resistive 

model to a shunt-connected resistive model) is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: Conversion of series connection to shunt connection 

Since the impedance of an inductor and/or capacitor varies with frequency, con

version between series/shunt-connection types can only be applied at a specific frequency 

(i.e. narrow band). The derivation of the formulas can be found in references [8] and [22]. 

For the case of a series-connected inductor with resistor: 

s • Ln • R„ 

s-Ls + Rs = Zea = / P 
s s eq s-Lp + Rp 

(2.3) 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 



Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 9 

where subscript "s" and "p" represents series-connection and shunt-connection respec

tively. 

After applying cross-multiplication and substitution of variable "s=jco": 

-CO LsLp+j<H(LsRp + LpRs)+RsRp = j(OLpRp (2.4) 

After equating real and imaginary parts: 

j(0(LsRp + LpRs) =j®(Lp-Rp) (2.5) 

-(O-L,-Lp + R,-Rp = 0 (2.6) 

After isolating Rp in Equation 2.6 and substituting back to Equation 2.5: 

2 7 
^ -L,-Lp

2 

R, ~ V 
'Ry-^ 
\ 

R 
(2.7) 

s J 

After isolating L„ in Equation 2.7 and re-arranging the terms: 

LP = 
R. 

Vco2 • L r 

f c o 2 - L ^ 

V Ks J 
= L„ 

r R,2 ' 

Vco • Lc / 
v ( l + - ^ = L f I Q2 ) 

(2-8) 
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Passive Inductor-Capacitive VCO Circuit 10 

where "Q" is the quality factor of an inductor with a series-connected resistor; and is 

shown in Equation 2.1. 

Substituting Equation 2.8 back to Equation 2.6, and calculate for R • 

Rp = ±-a2-Ls
2-(l+^)=Rs.Q

2\l+^=Rs.(l + Q2) (2.9) 

For Q of large values, Lp and Rp can be approximated to Lp=Ls and Rp=Rs*Q 

respectively. 

For the case of a series-connected capacitor with resistor: 

* . ' 1 l+s-R-C, " s-C„ R„ „ , „ . 
+ R.= ^ =Z.„= r-2- = : £ — - (2-1°) s-Cs

 s s-Cs
 e« 1 _ 1+s-R -Cp 

P s-Cp 

where subscript "s" and "p" represents series-connection and shunt-connection respec

tively. 

After cross-multiplication and substitution of variable "s=jco": 

\+i<a-(R,-C, + Rp-Cp)-((a
2-R,-C,-Rp-Cp)=j<o-Rp-C, (2-11) 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 



Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 11 

After equating real and imaginary parts: 

l-(mi-Rs-Rp-C,-Cp) = 0 (2.12) 

(RsCs + RpCp)=Rp-Cs (2.13) 

After isolating Rp in Equation 2.12, and substituting into Equation 2.13: 

Rs- Cs-\—-
co RSCS V. co • Rs • Cs J » RsCp 

(2.14) 

After simplifying Equation 2.14, and re-arranging the terms: 

CP = -= c • 
r Q2 A 

(2.15) 

I + C D - V - C / i + _L KQ+V 
Q 

where Q=l/(s*Rs*Cs) is the quality factor of a capacitor with a series-connected resistor. 

Substituting Equation 2.15 back to Equation 2.12, and calculate for R„: 

CMOS Implementation of Active and Passive LC-VCO 



Passive Inductor-Capacitive VCO Circuit 12 

Rp = Rs' r -r = R* 7r= Rs 

W "-/> 1 - - £ 

- * -= Rs-(1+Q2) 
( Q2 A 

(2.16) 

y.i+QV 

For large values of Q, Cp and Rp can be approximated as Cp=Cs and Rp=Rs*Q 

respectively. 

2.1.2 Impact of Quality Factor on a "Tuned" Load 

The impedance and admittance of an ideal LC-tank circuit (i.e. formed by shunt 

connection of an ideal inductor with an ideal capacitor) can be modelled as follows: 

(/<» • K) • 
j® • V Jm • LP 

•'ideal-LC- tanfc 
(2.17) 

« H ) * ^ >-<»'-v<y 

Y 
1 ideal -LC- tan& 

= ̂ - ^ + (^T>^[^-cP-(^)] (2.18) 
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Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 13 

From Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.10; the quality factor of such an ideal LC-tank cir

cuit can be modelled as: 

n WZjdeal-LC- tan*) tO • L p 1 - (CQ2 • Lp • Cp) _ 

WZldeal-LC-**) 1 - (CO2 • Lp • Cp) ° 

which is expected, as there is no resistive element (i.e. no real part of ̂ ideal-LC-temk) f°und 

in such a circuit. 

As frequency increases from a value lower than the resonant frequency, the capac-

itive component can be approximated as an open circuit, whereas the inductive component 

dominates the behaviour of the LC-tank circuit. This can be modelled as follows: 

Km/ideal-LC-tank = lim (/a> • C) + l i m ( — r - J » 0 + lim {T—J-)= YL 
(2.20) 

and 

^Zideal-LC- tank " ^inductor= ^Q® " Lp)= 90 (2.21) 
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Passive Inductor-Capacitive VCO Circuit 14 

At resonant frequency 

r-£z-2 ' * 2K-jL~Ct P P 

the admittance approaches zero and the LC-tank circuit behaves like an open circuit: 

lim
r Yideal-LC-Umk = ^ J' ( M C P V C L . 

IWCP 
- = o <2-22> 

Vv^ y 

As frequency increases to a value much higher than the resonant frequency, the 

inductive component can be approximated as an open circuit; whereas the capacitive com

ponent dominates the behaviour of the LC-tank circuit. This behaviour can be modelled 

as follows: 

lim y , ' ideal-LC-mk = l i m (J<o-Cp)+ lim •• lim (/co • C„) + 0= y c 
a>->0 ^ 

(2.23) 

and 

ZZ, ideal-LC- tanfc ' zz, capacito - W = -90 (2.24) 
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Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 15 

For a non-ideal case, all series-connected resistance along the inductor and capaci

tor can be converted to an equivalent shunt-connected value (i.e. as shown in the previous 

section). The resistive loss of a inductive-capacitive "tuned" load (or "LC-tank") can then 

be modelled as follows: 

2 2 
R - R - Rp(ind) * ^p(cap) _ l^s(ind) ' 0 + Q(ind) ) ] ' ^s(cap) ' (* + Q(cap) )3 

e9 ~ plLC-mk) ~ Rpand)+Rp(cap)- {Rs(ind) . ( 1 + e ( . n d ) 2 } ] + [R^ap) . ( 1 + Q ^ ^ 

(2.25) 

where the subscripts "ind" and "cap" represent inductor and capacitor (inside the LC-tank 

circuit) respectively; and the values of both inductive and capacitive components are mod

elled as follows: 

^p(LC-tank) ~ ^p(inductor) ~ A s ' 

f
 R} A 

+ 1 
\(0 • Lr J 

L.-11 + 

fi(. ind) 

(2.26) 

C = C 
^p(LC- tan£) ^p(capacitor) 

-= cr 
! + • 

Q {cap) 
2 A 

G, 
Gtcap) + 1 ^ 

(cap) 

(2.27) 
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Passive Inductor-Capacitive VCO Circuit 16 

where Q(ind) and Q(cap) represent the quality factor of the inductor and capacitor respec

tively. 

From equations Equations 2.26 and 2.27, ideal shunt-connected inductive and 

capacitive components inside a non-ideal LC-tank circuit are separated from their corre

sponding resistive elements. Thus the resistive loss of this LC-tank circuit can be formed 

by the two shunt-connected resistive models, which are derived from their corresponding 

non-ideal inductor and capacitor models (see Figure 2.2). 

Lpk?"<tRP(ind) L P & Re« 

1 
Cp -+ R p ( c a p ) > C p 

T 
Figure 2.2: Formation of a non-ideal LC-tank circuit model 

The impedance of such a non-ideal LC-tank circuit will then be Req in parallel with 

the ideal shunt-connected inductor and capacitor (i.e. Req is shunt-connected to an ideal 

LC-tank). 
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Passive Inductive-Capacitive "Tuned" Load 17 

Similar to the ideal LC-tank circuit, the impedance is dominated by the shunt-con

nected resistor and inductor, as frequency increases from zero. At resonant frequency, the 

ideal inducive and capacitive components form an open circuit, and the impedance of a 

non-ideal LC-tank circuit is equal to the shunt connected resistor Req. As frequency 

approaches infinity, the impedance is dominated by the shunt-connected resistor and 

capacitor. This can be illustrated as follows: 

^ - ^ = ^0-» -c , ) + (^=^[((D.cp)-( s i I-) 

As frequency approaches zero: 

lim Y,r_tanu = lim [ — J + lim (/'co • C_) + lim [; —J « — + 0 + lim [: —1= — + Y 
o>-»0 LC mk <o^(>yRe</ co->0 P co^oV»-V Req <o^o\j(0-L/ Req L 

(2.29) 

As frequency approaches the resonant frequency: 

R 
(2.28) 
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lim Y, 
1 

LC-taok 

JLC 

and 

= lim j 
1 

m —> 

JETc 
'"•v-tedH-fr&.-rt R 

eq 

V V ^ 
(2.30) 

^LC- tan* " ^resistor- ®° (2.31) 

As frequency approaches infinity: 

lim YLC_mk = lim ( — J + lim (/m • C ) + lim ( — lim O'co • C„) + 0 + - L = - 3 - + F 
o-»ou pJ R.„ R„n r co-»0 eq eq 

(2.32) 

Hence we have proven with above equations, that the quality factor degradation of 

a LC-tank tuned load can be modelled as a resistor connected in parallel to an ideal tuned 

load of same reactive (i.e. inductive and capacitive) values. Alternatively, one can inter

pret the shunt connected resistor as having a value of infinity in an ideal LC-tank circuit 

case; and the circuit becomes an open circuit at resonant frequency. 
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2.1.3 On-chip Differential Spiral Inductor And ASITIC Model 

As described in Dr. Niknejad's inductor/transformer textbook [12], there are a few 

contributing factors to the quality factor degradation of an on-chip inductor, and are gener

ally described as "losses". 

The first type of loss is related to resistance inside the metal routing of the on-chip 

spiral inductor. For an input signal with low frequency content (i.e. including DC volt

age), the value is quantified and supplied by the semiconductor foundry as "sheet resistiv

ity". As the frequency of the input signal increases, current tends to flow at edges of the 

metal routing; thus the effective metal thickness is reduced, and resistivity increases. The 

effect is modeled as "skin effect". In order to reduce this type of loss, semiconductor 

foundries provide a relatively thicker layer of metal at the top of the process. 

The second type of loss is based on the parasitic capacitance between the inductor 

metal routing and the lossy substrate material underneath it. This "capacitive" value 

decreases as the distance between the inductor and substrate increases, hence on-chip spi

ral inductors are usually implemented with the top two or three metal layers only. In addi-
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tion, this "capacitive" value also decreases with the area of the on-chip spiral inductor; 

thus a differential on-chip spiral inductor is implemented for this research project. 

The third type of loss is related to magnetic coupling between the on-chip spiral 

inductor structure and the substrate underneath it. This behaviour can be modelled by 

"Faraday's Law" and "Lenz's Law". As an applied current flows through the spiral induc

tor in a particular direction for half of the oscillation period, and in the opposite direction 

for the other half of the period; a magnetic flux is generated and passes through the sub

strate. From this magnetic flux, an "eddy" current is induced inside the lossy substrate. 

Hence this substrate resistance becomes shunt-connected to the spiral inductor through 

magnetic coupling; and the spiral inductor quality factor is degraded. 

The physical dimension and the narrow-band model of the on-chip differential spi

ral inductor have been defined and optimized by ASITIC; which is a CAD tool designed 

for on-chip inductor and transformer modeling (by Dr. Niknejad). The dimension of the 

inductor layout is illustrated in the layout section, whereas the inductor model (see Figure 

2.3) is optimized and summarized as follows: 
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• ' o x l ^ox2 

^ C s u b l ^ C s u b 2 

V V 
Figure 2.3: On-chip differential spiral inductor model (with ASITIC) 

The above model is composed of a few passive components: 

Cp represents the parasitic "metal-insulator-metal" capacitance between two 

ends of the on-chip spiral inductor (i.e. top-metal layer and "underpass" layer) 

Ls represents the inductance along the spiral inductor metal routing, whereas 

Rs represents the associated loss; hence these two components are modelled 

with a series connection 

Cox l and Cox2 represent parasitic capacitance between the inductor metal rout

ing and the substrate underneath it 
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• Rsubi and Rsui>2 represent losses within the substrate material, whereas Csuj,i 

and Csub2 represent parasitic capacitance between the top and bottom surfaces 

of the substrate material 

The model provided by ASITIC is a narrow-band approximation, and simulations 

were performed across a wide range of frequencies in order to obtain a better under

standing on the inductor performance over these frequencies. The values for Cp, Coxl, 

Cox2 are evaluated to be 18fF, lOOfF, and lOOfF respectively, and the values for other 

passive comonents are summarized as follows: 

TABLE 2.1. ASITIC characterization of an on-chip passive differential spiral inductor 

Freq in 
(GHz) 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

4.5 

5.0 

5.5 

6.0 

6.5 

7.0 

7.5 

8.0 

Q 

4.2 

4.89 

5.44 

5.89 

6.24 

6.51 

6.69 

6.8 

6.86 

6.85 

6.79 

6.69 

6.54 

Ls(nH) 

1.95 

1.95 

1.96 

1.96 

1.97 

1.99 

2.00 

2.02 

2.05 

2.08 

2.11 

2.15 

2.19 

(Ohm) 

5.56 

5.77 

5.96 

6.14 

6.31 

6.45 

6.58 

6.7 

6.82 

6.93 

7.03 

7.14 

7.25 

Csubj 
(fF) 

61.7 

58.7 

55.5 

52.3 

49.1 

46.1 

43.2 

40.6 

38.1 

35.9 

33.9 

32.1 

30.4 

Rsubj 
(Ohm) 

856 

846 

835 

821 

806 

791 

774 

756 

738 

719 

700 

681 

661 

Csub2 
(fF) 

57.3 

54.6 

51.7 

48.8 

45.8 

42.9 

40.2 

37.6 

35.2 

33.1 

31.1 

29.3 

27.7 

Rsul>2 
(Ohm) 

983 

974 

963 

951 

938 

923 

907 

890 

872 

853 

833 

813 

792 

Freq sr 
(GHz) 

14.49 

14.86 

15.27 

15.71 

16.71 

16.63 

17.1 

17.56 

18.01 

18.43 

18.82 

19.19 

19.51 
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where "Freq_sr" is the self-resonant frequency of the on-chip spiral inductor. 

At this "self-resonant" frequency, the reactive components (i.e. series inductance 

and parasitic capacitance) cancel each other; and the structure oscillates. Since only the 

parasitic capacitance is considered for self-resonant frequency, any additional capacitance 

to the on-chip spiral inductor structure will only further reduce the oscillation frequency. 

In other words, the self-resonant is the highest possible oscillation frequency that can be 

attained with this on-chip spiral inductor implementation. 

From the inductor characterization data (summarized in Table 1), the quality factor 

of the on-chip spiral inductor peaks between 5.5GHz and 6GHz. Such behaviour of the 

inductor model can be explained as follows: 

At low frequency, the impedance of the series resistor Rs dominates over the 

impedance of the series inductor Ls; hence the quality factor is relatively low. At high fre

quency, where impedances of Coxl and COX2 are much smaller than the impedances of 

Csubi ^ d Csub2>me impedance of resistors Rsubi and Rsub2 are shunt connected directly to 

the two ends of the inductor model; thus the quality factor drops as well. 
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2.1.4 PN-junction War actor (lateral PNP bipolar transistor) 

Accumulation mode MOS devices and pn-junction based varactors have been 

commonly found in many LC-VCO design/research papers. Since the pn-junction based 

structure was the only type of varactor model available in our chosen TSMC 180um 

CMOS technology, the varactor was thus implemented with lateral PNP bipolar devices 

(see Figure 2.4). 

Figure 2.4: Lateral PNP bipolar transistor as varactor (not to scale) 

As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the frequency tuning DC voltage is applied at the base 

(B) node of the varactor structure; which also acts as an "AC ground" for the oscillation 
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signal. Thus the junction capacitance between the emitter (E) and base (B) nodes is used 

to vary the oscillation frequency, whereas the junction capacitance between the base (B) 

and collector (C) nodes is isolated from the LC-tank (and the rest of the oscillator circuit). 

The series-connected capacitor-resistor model (in Figure 2.4) reflects losses due to 

the relatively-low carrier doping level inside both n-well and p-substrate regions. Thus 

these resistors contribute to the quality factor degradation of the varactor structure. 

The operating principle of this type of varactor is based on the capacitance across a 

p-n junction; and the relationship between the junction capacitance and applied reverse 

bias voltage is covered in the Grey&Meyer's textbook [18]. A few related formulas are 

summarized as follows: 

> dVR dWx ' dVR 

dQ = A-q-NA-dWA (2.34) 

dWi _ I e (2.35) 
dVR ~ ( NA\ 

l2-q-NA-[l+jfJ-^0 + VR) 
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where 

"C:" is the amount of capacitance across the p-n junction 

"dQ" is the (incremental) amount of charge across the p-n junction 

"dWj" is the (incremental) depth of the depletion region across the p-n junction 

"A " is the cross-section area of the p-n junction 

"q " is the smallest unit of charge 

"NA" is the doping density of acceptor atoms inside the p-type material 

"ND" is the doping density of acceptor atoms inside the n-type material 

"VR" is the applied reverse-bias voltage across the p-n junction 

"e" is the permittivity of silicon (with constant value of 1.04x10 Farad/cm) 

"^FQ" is the built-in potential across the p-n junction 

Substituting Equations 2.34 and 2.35 back to Equation 2.33: 

A !g-e-NA-ND 

c = V2-(iVA + JVz)) = C,.0 (2.36) 

H ¥o 

where 
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A [q-e-NA-ND 

, o = lim C, = P-M + ™ <"?> 

is the capacitance across the p-n junction without any external bias voltage. 

From Equation 2.36, capacitance across the pn-junction increases inversely with 

respect to the applied reverse-bias voltage; which also decreases the output frequency of 

the passive LC-VCO circuit. In other words, the output frequency of the oscillator circuit 

can be electrically tuned with varactors. 

Each positive and negative output nodes of the oscillator circuit is connected to a 

group of 4-shunt-connected lateral PNP bipolar transistors. The "base" terminals of these 

2 groups of lateral PNP devices are connected to a DC supply for frequency tuning pur

pose. Such lateral PNP series-shunt connection configuration is used to avoid the rectifi

cation effect across the emitter-base region, as voltage difference across this region varies 

from positive to negative (and vice versa) for every half of oscillation period. In other 

words, 4 of these 8 devices will have their emitter-base regions forward biased; and the 

other 4 will have their emitter-base regions reverse-biased at the same time instant. 
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With a 2.02nH on-chip differential spiral inductor, the relationship between the 

single-ended tuning voltage and the LC-VCO circuit's output frequencies is summarized 

in the following table. Both capacitances and oscillator circuit output frequencies are ver

ified with HSPICE simulations (on the schematic based netlist). 

TABLE 2.2. Frequency tuning with 8 shunt connected PNP varactors 

Vtune 

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

Cap_sim 

l.lpF 

1.069pF 

1.031pF 

0.965pF 

0.995pF 

0.967pF 

0.937pF 

0.9144pF 

0.9pF 

0.88pF 

0.8569pF 

0.8487pF 

0.8435pF 

0.837pF 

0.827pF 

0.8232pF 

0.7896pF 

0.7947pF 

Cap_sim_halved 

0.55pF 

0.5345pF 

0.5155pF 

0.4825pF 

0.4975pF 

0.4835pF 

0.4685pF 

0.4572pF 

0.45pF 

0.44pF 

0.42845pF 

0.42435pF 

0.42175pF 

0.4185pF 

0.4135pF 

0.4116pF 

0.3948pF 

0.39735pF 

Inductor 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

2.02nH 

Frequency_sim 

4.788GHz 

4.866GHz 

4.923GHz 

4.978GHz 

5.040GHz 

5.098GHz 

5.1565GHz 

5.209GHz 

5.26GHz 

5.307GHz 

5.3515GHz 

5.3915GHz 

5.427GHz 

5.461GHz 

5.491GHz 

5.517GHz 

5.544GHz 

5.5675GHz 
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2.2 Active Components Of The "Tuned" Oscillator Circuit 

The active components of the implemented passive LC-VCO consist of two parts: 

a gain stage for the oscillator core circuit; and a multi-stage output buffer circuit. The gain 

stage compensates for the passive components' losses inside the oscillator core circuit (as 

described earlier), and sustains the oscillation signal amplitude. The output buffer circuit 

amplifies and delivers the oscillation signal from the oscillator core circuit to the off-chip 

PCB and test equipment. Details of the implemented gain stage and buffer stage circuits 

are covered in the following sections. 

2.2.1 Complementary Negative-gm Gain Stage 

A complementary topology is chosen for the implemented oscillator negative-gm 

gain stage, which consists of two shunt-connected PMOS and NMOS negative-gm circuits 

(see Figure 2.5). Each negative-gm circuit is made up of a pair of cross-coupled MOS 

devices; which are connected in a positive feedback configuration. For the purpose of 

achieving high oscillation frequecies, minimum gate lengths of 180nm are chosen for all 
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transistors in both PMOS and NMOS negative-gm gain stages. In order to improve rejec

tion of interference caused by the power supply "vdd", a NMOS-based current mirror is 

used to provide the bias current of this negative-gm gain stage. As long as the NMOS cur

rent mirror circuit operates in saturation mode, which has been verified with transient sim

ulations, the oscillator circuit operates in a mode commonly known as "current limit 

regime". In this mode, amplitude of the oscillator waveform is determined by both the 

bias current and the device sizes inside the complementary negative-gm gain stage; and 

does not swing from power supply to ground (i.e. rail to rail). 

PMOS and NMOS devices are sized as follows... 

(PMOS negative-gm gain stage) W/L/m = 2.5um/0.18um/16*2 

(NMOS negative-gm gain stage) W/L/m=2.5um/0.18um/16*2 

(NMOS input current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

(NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/20 
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connects to LC-tank and buffer circuit —i 

- W=2.5umn— - n W=2.5um w 

^ I ^ . 1 8 u m H | X ; ^ P L = o . i 8 u m J ^ 

-W=2.5um 
( L=0.18um 
\m=16 4 

y 

PMOS negative-gm gain circuit 

£ 

m=16. 

W=2!5iim-
L=0.18um "\ 
m=16 - ^ . 

\ 

NMOS negative-gm gain circuit 

r 

W=5um 
P-, L=0.4um 
jJm=20 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of complementary negative-gm gain stage (with 
MOS sizes) 

2.2.2 Passive LC-VCO Buffer Stage 

The objective of the output buffer circuit is to isolate the capacitive/inductive load

ing of the off-chip environment from the on-chip oscillator cirucit. The buffer circuit is 

composed of two inverting "resistively-loaded-differential-pair" gain stages, followed by 

a non-inverting "common-drain" output stage. Hence the polarity of the oscillation sig

nals is preserved. 
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The design methodology of the buffer stages is similar to CMOS inverter signal

ling, such that drive strength increases progressively from the core circuit to the off-chip 

environment. The only difference between CMOS signalling and current-steering type of 

signalling is in the current consumption of the gain stages. For the CMOS signalling 

approach, current consumption is controlled by the sizing of the devices and the power 

supply; whereas the current consumption in the current-steering type is controlled by the 

bias tail current of each gain stage. The device dimensions are summarized as follows: 

Reference: (NMOS input current mirror, bias)W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1st stage: (NMOS output current mirror, bias)W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1 st stage: (NMOS differential pair, each device)W/L/m= 1.5um/0.18um/4 

1st stage: (Rload=811.304+405.652) W/L/m=0.92um/2.4um/l+(l//l) 

2nd stage: (NMOS output current mirror, bias)W/L/m=5um/0.4um/8 

2nd stage: (NMOS differential pair, each device)W/L/m=1.5um/0.18um/8 

2nd stage: (Rload=405.652) W/L/m=0.92um/2.4um/(l//l) 

3rd stage: (NMOS output current mirror, bias)W/L/m=5um/0.4um/12 

3rd stage: (NMOS source follower) W/L/m=2.5um/0.18um/32 
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W=1.5um W=1.5um W=2.5um 
L=0.18um L=0.18um L=0.18um 
m=4 m=8 m=32 

Iref 

± W=5um W=5um W=5um W=5um 
, - , L=0.4um L=0.4um L=0.4um L=0.4um 
L=04um m = 4 m = 8 m = 1 2 m = 1 2 
m=4 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of passive LC-VCO buffer circuit (with MOS sizes) 

In addition to the progressive increase in sizing of bias current of each buffer stage, 

the resistive load values of the two differential pair circuits are also scaled inversely with 

the bias current of the corresponding stage. Thus the amplitude of the output signal can 

be maintained relatively constant throughout the buffer circuit. 

2.3 Passive LC-VCO circuit operation mechanism 

This section covers the basic oscillator circuit operation mechanism. Illustration 

and description of a complementary negative-gm LC-VCO circuit topology will be cov-
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ered in the first sub-section, and the operation mechanism of this circuit will be covered in 

the second sub-section. 

2.3.1 Complementary LC-VCO circuit topology 

A complementary negative-gm LC-VCO circuit can be re-arranged as a 2-stage 

tuned amplifier connected in a positive feedback configuration (see Figure 2.7). Each 

tuned amplifier stage employs a CMOS inverter as an amplifying element, and the load is 

a narrow band LC-tank circuit. The NMOS tail current device provides bias current to the 

two CMOS inverter circuits. 
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(complementary negative-gm LC-VCO) (2-stage tuned amplifier in +ve feedback config) 

Figure 2.7: Similarity between a complementary negative-gm LC-VCO 
and a 2-stage tuned amplifier (in positive feedback configuration) 

Since both series-connected-inductors and shunt-connected-capacitors are linearly 

added together, a single-ended version of the LC-tank passive components are shown as 

0.5L and 2C in the 2-stage tuned amplifier circuit. 

2.3.2 Complementary negative-gm LC-VCO operation mechanism 

In the following illustration, each stage of a tuned amplifier drives a shunt-con

nected L-R-C load. The current bias NMOS device is replaced with the ideal ground (i.e. 
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NMOS device source nodes are grounded). The small signal transfer function is summa

rized as follows: 

1 y,-i(s) _ Vods) _ -8ml (2.38) 
Vol(s) 8ml ' Vl\ ' v &m\ ' n ! \~* V (v\ / j j 

Rp
 + sLp

 + sCP) U , + ,L , + '' 

where R„ incorporates all parasitic resistance from on-chip inductor, varactors, pmos and 

nmos devices; and each small signal transconductance (i.e. gm l and gm2) includes contri

butions from both PMOS and NMOS devices. 

Thus for a 2-stage tuned amplifier composed of identical shunt-connected L-R-C 

loads, the small signal loop gain will be: 

C( \ = y ° 2 ^ Vo^s) = Sm\ • 8m2 (2.39) 
(s) ~ va(s)" va(s) ~ n j _ y 

\ + sLp
 + SCPJ 

The impedance of the shunt-connected L-R-C tank circuit can be expressed as: 

Z, tanfc y 
1 tank 

Rp
 JV°CP <QLJ (2M) 

f± i + ,Cp) ± + /mC i) (i) !
 + (0c.-LV 

\Xp sLp PJ Rp
 J\ P (oLpJ KRpJ K P wLpJ 
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and 

l 

(fK-^T^K'^(B^] 
(2.41) 

Substitute Equation 2.41 back into Equation 2.39, the small signal loop gain trans

fer function can be re-written as: 

G(s= jeo)= 
6ffll ' 6m2 

RJ + K " ^ S •J? 
<oC„ p COL, 

(2.42) 

This small signal loop gain transfer function is used to describe the inital condition 

for the positive feedback loop to start oscillation. As a rule of thumb, the magnitude of 

G(s) is chosen to be 3 or higher; in order to ensure proper oscillation during startup time. 

For steady state operation, values of Cp, Lp, and Lp are assumed to remain 

unchanged; whereas small signal transconductance gml and gm2 are now replaced with 

their equivalent large signal approximations Gm l and Gm2. Equation 2.42 is now modi

fied as: 
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G(s= j(0)= 
Gml ' Gml 

£<"°.-£) 
2n2 

>- "p 

i-J-K-^-^-K-^] 
(2.43) 

The requirement for sustained oscillation from this two stage tuned amplifier cir

cuit (connected in positive feedback configuration) is illustrated as follows: 

X(s). 
-h 

^H G(s) Y(s) 

Figure 2.8: An illustration of a positive feedback loop with forward loop 
gain transfer function of G(s) 

From figure 2.8, the output signal of a closed loop system is: 

Y(s) = G(s) • [X(s) + Y(s)] -> Y(s) • [1 - G(s)] = G(s) • X(s) (2.44) 

where X(s) is the input signal for the closed loop system. 

The closed loop transfer function of a positive feedback loop is: 
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H(s) = m= G(S) 
v ; X(s) l-G(s) 

(2.45) 

For a closed loop system with sustained oscillation, the characteristic equation "1-

G(s)" must be set to zero. This is also governed by the "Barkhausen Criterion" in Sedra/ 

Smith's Microelectronic Circuits textbooks [25], and is summarized as follows: 

\G(s)\ = l<r*ZG(s) = 0 (2.46) 

Similarly, the real and imaginary parts of the loop gain transfer function must be 

one and zero respectively. By substituting this new critera, Equation 2.43 can be re-writ

ten as: 

ZG(s) = 0 -* Im{G(s)} = 0 -> g • [<i>0Cp - ^ - J = 0 -> (co0Cp _ - 1 - ) = o -> co, = - = L "i> 
(2.47) 

which implies a steady state resonant frequency of: 

co„ = 
° JL~CP 

-» f = ^2 = J_ 1 

(2.48) 
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By substituting Equation 2.47 back to Equation 2.43, the magitude of the loop gain 

transfer function at resonant frequency can be determined as: 

\G(3= j<00)\= 1 ~* — G " i • °-2 r m 2_o2-ol 
m 2 f r i vi2 w j 

= i-> G „ I - G B 2 - V = 1 

(2.49) 

If we assume the two stages of amplifiers and tuned loads are identical, then: 

\Gm\ ' Gm2 •Rp\ = * -* \Gml " Rp\ ' \Gm2 ' Rp\ = l^> \Gm\ = \Gm\\ = \Gm2\ 

For steady state oscillation, Equation 2.38 can be re-written as: 

R, 
(2.50) 

Vol(s= M ) =
 Vo2(S= J<»o) = ~Gm 

Vn(s= ;co0) Vi2(s= j<o0) J_ / _ J 
= - ( G m . / ? p = ( - l ) ••j--Rp=-l 

p (2.51) 

Hence each amplifier inside the positive feedback system must provide a transcon-

ductance of -1/Rp, which cancels with the parasitic loss of the corresponding L-C load. 

Thus signal oscillation is sustained with loss compensation; and this type of oscillator is 

commonly named as "negative gm LC-VCO". 
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2.4 Passive LC-VCO noise sources 

This section covers the potential noise sources found in the proposed complemen

tary LC-VCO circuit; namely the PMOS/NMOS differential latches, the bias tail current 

NMOS device, and the series resistance inside the on-chip spiral inductor (caused by 

ohmic losses in metal and substrate, see Figure 2.9). Diagrams and equations are repro

duced from one of Hajimiri's papers published in May of 1999 [10]. 

'DD 

biasl* 1, 

Ibii 

P i 2 ( ^ b > < d ^ ) i p 2 : 

„i2(gi 
-©^Snnr 

Q)i„2
2 

1 Retai l 

Figure 2.9: Complementary negative-gm LC-VCO with noise sources 

The total differential noise power from the two NMOS and PMOS cross-coupled 

devices are summarized as follows: 

2 1 , . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 1 , . 2 . 2 
cross - coupled A •O'nl +*»2 + 'pl +i

P2 ) = 2 ' ( ? ' « +lP ) (2.52) 
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where 

K\ = Kl = C (2"53) 

and 

ipi
2 = ip2

2 = ip
2 (2-54) 

are the equivalent current noise sources of each NMOS and PMOS cross-coupled latch 

device respectively. 

The noise spectral densities of both NMOS and PMOS cross-coupled latch devices 

are: 

L2 .. rW, 
ff = 4kTjHnCox \fJ-{ VGS - VTN) (2.55) 

and 

ff = 4kTjHpCox • [J*) • (VGS - VTP) (2-56) 
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where the value for "Y' is about 2/3 for long-channel MOS devices; and between 2 and 3 

for short-channel MOS devices. The increase in the "Y' value is due to hot-electron 

effects inside the "short" channel. 

In our proposed passive LC-VCO circuit, a 1 :m NMOS current mirror supplies the 

needed current to both PMOS and NMOS cross-coupled latches. Hence the current noise 

power can be summarized as: 

had = Hias • ™ (2-57) 

which reveals that the choice of the bias current mirror ratio has a significant impact on 

the noise contribution. 

Finally, the noise current density originated from the on-chip spiral inductor's 

"resistive loss" can be summarized as: 

. 2 r 
lIl. = 4kT.rAl!l = ^I (2.58) 
A/ L Rv 

where 
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is the equivalent shunt resistance found at the LC-VCO oscillation frequency. 

Device flicker and white noise sources with frequency contents close to harmonics 

of the oscillator circuit output frequency directly affects the oscillator circuit phase noise 

performance. The up/down-conversion mechanism of these noises onto oscillator output 

phase noise will be illustrated in the discussion section (i.e. Chapter 5) of this thesis. 

2.5 Passive LC-VCO Summary 

This chapter outlines the design of a passive inductor-capacitor voltage controlled 

oscillator circuit. A 2nH on-chip differential spiral inductor has been optimized with a 

software program called ASITIC. The frequency tuning element for this oscillator circuit, 

varactor, has been implemented by two groups of shunt-connected lateral PNP bipolar 

transistors. In the following chapter, the topic of impedance transformation and its appli

cation on oscillator circuit design will be covered. 
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CHAPTER 3 Active Inductor-
Capacitor Voltage 
Controlled Oscillator 

This chapter covers the concept of active inductance generation, through the use of 

a gyrator and capacitor; and its application as a current controlled oscillator circuit. The 

first section provides an explanation and derivation of the active inductance concept. The 

second section gives a more in-depth look into active inductance generation; from a small 

signal perspective. The third section covers the implementation of a 2-stage differential 

voltage controlled oscillator design, which is based on the active inductance generation 

concept. The fourth section reveals the frequency tuning mechanism of the implemented 

oscillator circuit, and its similarities with other circuits (i.e. ring oscillator and frequency 

divider). 
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3.1 Active Inductance Generation 

The concept of active inductance generation from gyrator-capacitor feedback loop 

orginates back in 1960's [2], and the most attractive feature of this circuit is the capability 

of performing impedance transformation. Hence the replacement of a physical passive 

spiral inductor by an gyrator-capacitr feedback circuit would greatly reduce the overall 

circuit area. The passive compoent of a gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit is a capacitor, 

whereas the active components consist of a positive and a negative transconductor placed 

in a feedback loop (see Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1: gyrator-capacitor circuit and its small signal models 

The impedance transformation (i.e. from capacitive loading to inductive loading) 

can be derived with small signal models of the above circuit and Kirchhoff's Current Law 

as follows: 

KCLatnode Vj: 

h = Is • (cn + coi) + -r-1 • vl + (gm2 • v2) 
L r o 2 J 

(3.1) 

where ij is defined as the small signal current going into node vj. 
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KVL inside loop between ground and node v2: 

v2 = (8ml • v0 • 
— + s-(Col + Ci2+Cload) 

•ro\ 

(3.2) 

Substitute Equation 3.2 into the variable v2 of Equation 3.1: 

1 in . n \ . . ">! ™2 
v l S 0 \ + s y^ol + L-i2+{-load> 

(3.3) 

where go l = l/rol and go2 = l/ro2. 

After dividing the product "gmi*gm2" from both numerator and denominator of the 

third component on the right hand side, the equivalent admittance of this circuit becomes: 

T- = ^ = 8o2 + s-(Cn + Co2) + -
Sol .s-(Col + Ci2 + Cload) 

(3.4) 

t\ ' °m1 8ml ' 8m2 

From the above circuit admittance equation, the three components on the right 

hand side represent the result of the impedance transformation. The first component "g02' 
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is the admittance (or inverse of the impedance) between node Vj and ground (or GND). 

The second component "s^C^ + Co2)" is the sum of parasitic capacitors C^ and Co2 seen 

between node Vj and ground. The third component is the admittance of an inductor with 

series resistance. The first fraction term in the denominator of the third component is the 

series resistance, as it does not have any frequency dependent component (i.e. s = jco). 

The second fraction term in the denominator of the third component is the impedance of 

an inductor, with a value of "s*(Col+Ci2+Cload)/(gml*gm2)"; the "s" term indicates its 

positive linear dependency on frequency. Note that this term results from an impedance 

transformation via the feedback loop, namely from both explicit and parasitic capacitive 

loading (at node v2) transformed into an inductive behaviour (when observed from node 

vl). 

V 1 7^: 

Rs=gol /(gml*gm2) 

—w 
" C = C 1 + C <-, f=S L s - ( C o l + C i 2 + C l o a d ) / ( g m l *§m2) 

Figure 3.2: tank circuit resulted from active inductance circuit 
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Upon comparison with a shunt-connected inductor-capacitor (or simply LC-tank) 

circuit, the resistances "Rp=g02" a nd "Rs=goi/(gml*8m2)" a r e components that reduce the 

quality factor (Q factor) of such a tank circuit. For an ideal LC-tank circuit (i.e. quality 

factor of infinity), values of "Rp" and "Rs" should be infinity and zero respectively; which 

requires the values of both "g 0 j" and "g02" to be zero. Finally, both "Rs" and "Ls" terms 

vary inversely with the product term "gmi*gm2"; which provides an opportunity of tuning, 

as values of "gmi" and "gm2" can be adjusted by varying the bias current of transconduc-

tive elements "gm" and "-gm". This leads to our research focus on tunable active induc

tance generation and its application as a current controlled oscillator circuit. The details 

on oscillation frequency tuning mechanism will be covered in later sections of this chap

ter. 

3.2 Implementation Of Active Inductance Generation 

From Section 3.1, active elements "gmi" and "gm2" in the gyrator-capacitor feed

back loop circuit are generalized as transconductance components. In fact, each of these 

stages can be as complicated as a multi-stage transconductance amplifier; or as simple as a 
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single transistor device. The illustration in Figure 3.1 includes only input capacitance, 

output capacitance, output resistance, and voltage controlled current source as the com

plete model for such a transconductive component; which can easily be interpretted as a 

MOSFET device. For a complete device model, a capacitor will be added between the 

input capacitor and the output transconductive element (i.e. to represent the parasitic junc

tion capacitor Cgcj in a MOS transistor, see Figure 3.3). 

0 . C g d | | . gmb*vbs D 

Go 1 1 h— 1 1 0 

V„ UT' k k > 1 
cgs I I cds 

gm*vgs s T 7 V b s + ^ B 

Figure 3.3: MOSFET (NMOS) device and its small signal model 

Similarly, bipolar devices can be modelled with a similar diagram by adding two 

extra components (see Figure 3.4): an input resistance in parallel with the input capaci

tance (i.e. to represent the r^ component in a bipolar transistor), and a capacitor between 

the input capacitor and the output transconductive element (i.e. to represent the feedback 

junction capacitor C„ in a bipolar transistor). By connecting in the same gyrator-capacitor 

feedback loop manner, the terms "rol" and "ro2" can be simply modified as "r0i*ri2/ 
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(rol+rj2)" and "r02*riiAr02
+rii)" respectively. Thus input and output terminals of compo

nent "gmi" are connected to output and input resistance of component "gm2" respectively. 

Figure 3.4: Bipolar (NPN) device and its small signal model 

In this research, the gyrator-capacitor feedback loop circuit is implemented in 

TSMC 0.18um CMOS technology. Since a MOS device can be biased in either "com

mon-drain", "common-gate", or "common-source" configuration, three combination of 

such configurations have been investigated for the gyrator-capacitor feedback loop topol

ogy: "common-drain, common-source", "common-gate, common-source", and "common-

source, common-source". 

3.2.1 "Common-drain, Common-source" feedback loop 

A "Common-drain" configuration is usually used as a voltage buffer, because the 

amplitude of input signals are mostly preserved. Input signals are level shifted by a DC 
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voltage, which is determined by both the MOS device threshold voltage and the bias cur

rent of the "common-drain" stage. 

In the gyrator-capacitor feedback loop topology, the "common-drain" stage output 

current (increases as gate voltage increases) charges up the gate terminal of the "common-

source" stage, whereas the "common-source" stage sinks current and decreases the gate 

terminal voltage of the "common drain" stage. Hence the "common-drain" and the "com

mon-source" MOS devices act as positive and negative transconductive components in the 

feedback loop respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: common-drain/common-source feedback configuration and 
its small signal models 

The impedance transformation for this common-drain/common-source feedback 

circuit can be derived with small signal models of the above circuit and Kirchhoff's Cur

rent Law as follows: 

KCLatnode v±: 
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'1 = Wload + 8ds2 + s • (C
gdl + Cgsl + Cds2 + Cgd2)} • vl + [«m2 " s ' (C*sl + Cgd2^ ' v2 (3-5) 

where ij is defined as the current going into node vl5 Yjoa(j=l/Zload, gdS2=l/rds2-

KCL at node v2: 

(*»i + * » « ) • <vi - v2)= t* • (C g s l + Cgd2)] • ( v 2 - v,) + [ g A I + Ybias + s • (Cdsl + Cgs2)) • v2 (3.6) 

where Ybias=l/Zbias and gdsi=l/rdsi-

After re-arranging and isolating the Vj and v2 terms (of Equation 3.6): 

8ml+8mbl + f(C l + Cgd2) v {3?) 

8ml + 8mM + 8*1 + y W « + * • ( C d , l + Cgsl + Cgd2 + Cgs2) 

Substitute Equation 3.7 into the variable v2 of Equation 3.5, and re-arrange for ij/ 

vi= 

v
 - Yparallel + S' (Cparallel) +

 7 + *.("/ 1 ^3 '8^ 
1 series ^transformed' 

where 
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1'parallel ~ Yload + 8ds2 * " ' 

Cparallel ~ C gd\ + Cgsl + Cds2 + Cgd2 * ' ' 

7 _ 8ml + 8mb\ + Sdsl + rbias 
series 2 2 (">••') 

8ml • (8mi + gmb0 + s • (Cgsl + Cgd2) • (gm2 - gml - gmbl) - s • (Cgsl + Cgd2) 

and L transformed represents the transformed inductance, as follows: 

Cdsl + Cgsl + Cgd2 + Ci> 

8m2 • (8ml + 8mbi) + * • (Cgsi + Cgd2) • (gm2-8mi-8mbi)-^ • (Cgsl + Cgd2y 

I = '-dsl + '-gSl
 + '-gd2 + ^gS2 ( 3 1 2 ) 

transformed 2 2 

Similar to Equation 3.4 derived back in Section 3.1, Equations 3.8 to 3.12 repre

sent the transformed admittance and impedance by the gyrator-capcitor feedback circuit 

(implemented with a common-drain stage, followed by a common-source stage). Yparauei 

(of Equation 3.9) and Cparallei (of Equation 3.10) are the admittance and capacitance seen 

between the input node Vj and ground respectively. Zseries (of Equation 3.11) is the series 

resistance of the transformed inductance, whereas Ltransforme(j (of Equation 3.12) is the 

"inductance" generated by the gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit. 
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Upon careful inspection of Equations 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, the first two equa

tions are straight forward (i.e. similar format as Equation 3.4 in section 3.1); whereas there 

are extra terms in both numerator and denominator of Equations 3.11 and 3.12. 

In the denominator polynominal of Equations 3.11 and 3.12, the "s2" term 

becomes negligible, which is due to the product of our target oscillation frequency and the 

parasitic capacitance (i.e. range of giga-Hertz multiplied by femto-Farad, then squared). 

In addition, if both "common-drain" and "common-source" stages are biased to have sim

ilar gm values; then the s term approaches zero (i.e. "gm2-gml")- Furthermore, "gmb" val

ues are usually much smaller than the values of "gm". Hence the donominator 

polynominal will be simplified to just the product of "gmi" and "gm2'\ or simply "gm
2", 

which is identical to the denominator of both "Zserjes" and "1^^01 .1^" terms in Equation 

3.4. 

An alternate way to interpret the extra terms in the denominator polynomial (i.e. 

the sum of "C g s l" and "Cgd2" as coefficients of "s" and "s terms) would be to get an 

understanding on the effect of these capacitors, which form the feedforward (or bypass) 

path between the two transconductance stages. Hence for signals with frequency contents 
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higher than the pole caused by these two capacitors, these signals would be "shorted" 

between the input and output nodes of the gyrator feedback loop; and the capacitance (or 

whatever load impedance) at node v2 would be seen by test voltage at node Vj. In other 

words, the gyrator feedback loop ceases to perform the impedance transformation. 

The sum of "gdsi" aQd "Ybias" terms in the numerator of Equation 3.11 are due to 

their shunt connection between the loading node v2 and ground; whereas the "gmi" and 

"§mbl" t e r m s are due to the "common-drain" transconductance stage circuit topology. 

Since the "source" node of the MOS device is the output node, the signal at this node is 

not grounded; and a voltage exists across the tail current source (its admittance is denoted 

by the term "Ybias"). Hence the current generated by this "common-drain" transconduc

tance stage results from the product "(gml+Smbl)*(vrv2)" instead of the simple term 

"Sml*vl" derived back in Section 3.1. Note that the more admittance terms added to the 

numerator of this Zserjes term, the bigger its value would be; which would further decrease 

the "Q-factor" of this active inductor (of value "Ltransformed"). 

In the numerator of Equation 3.12, the sum of capacitors "C(jsi", "Cgsi", "Cg(j2'\ 

and "CgS2" reflects their shunt connections to the loading node v2. This equivalent capci-
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tor is then transformed to an "inductive" element by the "common-drain, common-source" 

gyrator feedback circuit; and the transformed inductor is represented by the term "L trans. 

formed • 

3.2.2 "Common-gate, Common-source" feedback loop 

A "Common-gate" configuration is usually used as a current buffer, because the 

magnitude of the input signal current can be maintained whenever the MOS device oper

ates in the "saturation" region. 

From the transconductance gain perspective, the "common-gate" stage output cur

rent increases (with respect to our positive current convention as current going into a cir

cuit node) as input voltage increases. This is due to the fact that the gate voltage is fixed at 

a DC bias level, and an increase at input (source node of MOS device) actually decreases 

the device current conduction; and causes a decrease of current taken away from the out

put node. The "common-source" stage sinks current (i.e. take current away from the out

put node) as its input voltage increases. Hence the "common gate" MOS device and the 
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"common source" MOS device act as positive and negative transconductive components 

in the feedback loop respectively. 
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Figure 3.6: common-gate/common-source feedback configuration and its 

small signal models 
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The impedance transformation for this common-gate/common-source feedback 

circuit can be derived with small signal models of above circuits and Kirchhoff's Current 

Law as follows: 

KCLatnodevj: 

<1 = [*ml + Smbi + 8ds2 + s • (Cgsl + Cds2)l • vl + 8ml ' v2 + \Xd,l + * ' ( Q . 1 + Cgd2^ ' ( v l " v
2 ) P-W) 

where il is defined as the current going into node Vj, gdsi=l/rdsl» Sds2=^rds2-

After re-arranging and isolating the vj and v2 terms in Equation 3.13: 

M = [Yu]v1 + [Y12]v2 ( 3 1 4 ) 

where 

YU = 8ml + 8mb\ + 8dsi + 8ds2 + s-(Cdsl + Cgsl + Cds2 + Cgd2) (3.15) 

Yn = 8m2-8dsls-(Cdsl + Cgd2) (3.16) 

KCL at node v2: 
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(gmi + gmbi)-(-Vi) + {gdsi+s-iCdsX + Cgd2)]-{v2-vx) + [Yload + S-{Cgdl + Cgs2)}-v2=0 (3-17) 

where Y load=l/Z load, gdsi=l/rdsl, and gds2=l/rds2. 

After re-arranging and isolating the Vj and v2 terms in Equation 3.17: 

Sm\ + 8mb\ + Sds\ + 5 ' (Cds\ + CgdZ> , 
Yload + 8ds2 + s • ( Q , l + Cgdl + Cgd2 + Cgs2) 

Substitute Equation 3.18 into the variable v2 of Equation 3.14, and re-arrange for 

ij/vj: 

h _ 1 
~ ~ Yparallel + S' (^parallel) + 7 +t.(T ^ (3.19) 

1 series ^transformed' 

where 

1'parallel ~ Sml + Smbl + 8dsl + 8ds2 * " ' 

Cparallel ~ Cdsl + Cgs\ + Cds2+Cgd2 * " ' 
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7 _ load + 8ds2 . - _- . 
^series ~ \ jj 

d0 + s • (Cgsl + Cgd2> • (Sml-Sml-Smbl-2- 8dsl)~
s ' (CdSl + Cgsl^ 

and Ltransformeci represents the transformed inductance: 

, _ Cds\ + Cgd\ + Cgd2 + Cgs2 , _ , , . 
^transformed ~ 2 2 

d0 + s • (Cgsl + Cgd2> • (8m2 ~ 8m\ ~ 8mb\ " 2 ' «<fal> ~ s ' (Cds 1 + Cgs2) 

Once more, we have 

2 
d0 = 8m2- (8mi + gmbl) + 8dsl • (8m2- 8ml~ 8mbi) -(SdsO 

(3.24) 

Similar to the "common-drain, common-source" gyrator-capacitor feedback cir

cuit, Equations 3.19 to 3.24 represent the transformed admittance and impedance by the 

gyrator-capcitor feedback circuit (implemented with a common-gate stage, followed by a 

common-source stage). Yparauej (of Equation 3.20) and Cparanei (of Equation 3.21) are the 

admittance and capacitance seen between the input node vj and ground. Zseries (of Equa

tions 3.22 and 3.24) is the series resistance of the transformed inductance, whereas L^,^. 

formed (of Equations 3.23 and 3.24) is the transformed inductance generated by the 

gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit. 
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In the denominator polynominal of Equations 3.22 and 3.23, the s term becomes 

negligible, which is due to the product of our target oscillation frequency and the parasitic 

capacitance (i.e. range of giga-Hertz multiplied by femto-Farad, then squared). In addi

tion, if both "common-gate" and "common-source" stages are biased to have similar gm 

values; then the s term approaches to zero (i.e. gm2-gmi)- Furthermore, gmb and gds values 

are usually much smaller than the values of gm. Hence the donominator polynominal will 

be simplified to gmi*gm2> which is similar to the denominator of both Zseries and L t tans. 

formed terms in Equation 3.4. 

An alternate way to interpret the extra terms in the denominator polynomial (i.e. 

"gml*gm2-gdsi
2'\ "Cdsl"> a nd "CgS2" a s coefficient of s°, s1, and s2 terms) would be to get 

an understanding on the effect of these device-related parasitic components: "gdsi" (or 

inverse of rd s l), "Cdsi", and "CgS2". These parasitics form a feedforward (or bypass) path 

between the two transconductance stages. Hence for signals with frequency contents 

higher than the pole caused by these two capacitors, these signals would be "shorted" 

between the input and output nodes of the gyrator feedback loop; and the capacitance (or 
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whatever load impedance) at node v2 would be seen by test voltage at node Vj. In other 

words, the gyrator feedback loop ceases to perform the impedance transformation. 

3.2.3 "Common-source, Common-source" feedback loop 

A "Common-source" configuration is usually used as a transconductance gain 

stage. Since both transconductive elements are of the same "common-source" configura

tion, the only possible method to obtain both positive and negative transconductive ele

ments in a feedback loop is to connect them with direct- and cross-connections between 

the two differential pair stages (i.e. see Figure 3.7). In addition, the need for differential 

pair stages (instead of single-ended "common-source" stage) arises from the fact that dif

ferential pair stages steer the bias current from one branch to the other in a complementary 

manner. Thus the cross-connection provides us the needed positive tranconductive behav

iour out of a "common-source" stage. 

In addition to fulfilling the requirement of having both positive and negative 

transconductive element implementation inside a gyrator-capacitor feedback loop, the 

"differential pair with tail current source" structure also provides a few circuit perfor-
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mance improvement. Specifically, the symmetrical property of differential circuit reduces 

its sensitivity of common-mode interference from input and power supply. Furthermore, 

the shared source node of a differential pair structure acts as a virtual ground for differen

tial input signals. In other words, the body effect caused by the tail current source only 

has effect on the DC bias point of the differential pair, but not on the ac signal path. 
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V D D 

J (c^i+Cdsa) 1 (cgs2+cdsl) 

Figure 3.7: common-source/common-source feedback configuration and 
its small signal differential-half-circuit models 

The impedance transformation (i.e. from capacitive loading to inductive loading) 

can be derived with small signal models of the above circuit and Kirchhoff's Current Law 

as follows: 
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KCLatnode Vj: 

h = Wload + 8ds2 + s • (C
gSl + Cds2 + Cgdl + Cgd2^ ' vl ~ lgm2 + S ' ( C « d l + Cgd2^ ' v 2 ( 3 2 5 > 

where il is defined as the current going into node Vj, gdsi=l/rdsi> Yioad=l/Zload. 

KCL at node V2: 

8ml- vl +s • (Cgdl + cgd2) • (v2~ vi) + lgd,i + Yload + s • (Cdsl + Cgs2)] • v2= 0 (3-26) 

where Y load=l/Z load and gdsi=l/rdsl. 

After re-arranging and isolating the Vj and v2 terms in Equation 3.26: 

V2 = -8ml
 + s-(CgSl + Cgd2) y l { 3 - 2 7 ) 

%ds\ + Yload + s ' (Cdsl + Cgd\ + Cgd2 + Cgs2^ 

Substitute Equation 3.27 into the variable v2 of Equation 3.25, and re-arrange for 

., - ^parallel+ s ' ^Cparalled + 7 I7~77 ^ (3.28) 
v\ ^series "*" J \L'transformed' 
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where 

Yparallel ~ Yload+8ds2 * " ' 

Cparallel ~ C gdi + Cgsi + Cds2 + Cgd2 * 3 ' 3 0 ' 

Z = Yload + 8ds2 
series 2 2 10.0 IJ 

(8mi • 8m2) + s • (Cgdi + cgd2> • (8mi-8m2)s • (Cdsi + Cgs2) 

and Ltransformed represents the transformed inductance, as follows: 

L
 cdSi

 + cgdi + cgd2 + cgs2 ( 3 3 2 ) 

transformed 2 2 
(8ml • 8m2) + S-(Cgdi + Cgd2> • ( * « ! - 8m2)s • (Cdsi + C «s2 ) 

Equations 3.28 to 3.32 represent the transformed admittance and impedance by the 

gyrator-capcitor feedback circuit (implemented with a common-source stage, followed by 

a common-source stage). Yparallei (of Equation 3.29) and Cparajjel (of Equation 3.30) are 

the admittance and capacitance seen between the input node vj and ground. Z ^ ^ (of 

Equation 3.31) is the series resistance of the transformed inductance, whereas Ltransforme(j 

(of Equation 3.32) is the transformed inductance generated by the gyrator-capacitor feed

back circuit. 
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In the denominator polynominal (of Equations 3.31 and 3.32), the s term becomes 

negligible, which is due to the product of our target oscillation frequency and the parasitic 

capacitance (i.e. range of giga-Hertz multiplied by femto-Farad, then squared). In addi

tion, if both "common-source" stages are biased to have identical gm values; then the s 

term equals to zero (i.e. gm2-gmi)- Hence the denominator polynominal will be simplified 

t 0 §mi*gm2> which is similar to the denominator of both Zserjes and L transformed terms in 

Equation 3.4. 

Similar to both "common-drain, common-source" and "common-gate, common-

source" gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit topologies, the extra components that exist in 

the "common-source, common-source" feedback circuit belong to the feedforward (or 

bypass) path across both transconductive elements. In this case, these "bypass" paths are 

formed by parasitic capacitors Cgcj of both transconductive elements. 

3.2.4 Summary of "gm" and "-gm" implementation in CMOS 

This section summarizes the results of the gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit 

implementations described in previous sub-sections. 
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TABLE 3.1. Summary of "gm" and "-gm" implementation in CMOS technology 

bypass 
'parallel '-'parallel ^series Ltransformed components 

ideal l/ro2 C n + Co2 l/(r0i*gmi*gm2) (C0i + C i2 + Cload)/ N/A 

(gml*gm2) 

CD-CS Yload + gds2 Cgdl + Cgs l + (gml + gmbl + gdsl (Cdsl + Cgs l + Cgd2 + Cgs l, Cgd2 

Cds2 + Cgd2 + Yload)/DCDCS Cgs2)/DCDCS 

CG-CS gml + gmbl + Cdsl + Cgs l + (Yload + gds2)/ (Cdsl + Cgdl + Cgd2 + Cdsl, Cgd2 

Sdsl + gds2 Cds2 + Cgd2 DCGCS Cgs2)/DCGCS 

CS-CS Yload + gds2 Cgdi + Cgs l + (Yload + gds2)/ (Cgdl + Cgs l + Cds2 + Cgdl, Cgd2 

Cds2 + Cgd2 DCSCS Cgd2)/DCSCS 

where 

CD-CS represents "common-drain, common-source" configuration 

CG-CS represents "common-gate, common-source" configuration 

CS-CS represents "common-source, common-source" configuration 

DC D C S is the polynomial in the denominator of Equations 3.11 and 3.12 

DCGCS is m e polynomial in the denominator of Equations 3.22 and 3.23 

D c s c s is the polynomial in the denominator of Equations 3.31 and 3.32 

"l/ro l" and "l/r02" in the ideal case are similar to "g^si" and "gdS2" of a MOS 
device 

Among all three gyrator-capacitor feedback loop configurations, the "common-

source, common-source" feedback configuration is the closest implementation to the ideal 
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case presented in Section 3.1. Thus "common-source" configured NMOS devices are uti

lized as both "gm" and "-gm" transconductive amplifiers in the implemented gyrator-

capacitor feedback loop circuit. Furthermore, this feedback circuit is also the basis of an 

active-inductor-capacitor voltage controlled oscillator; which will be covered in the next 

section. 

3.3 Active-inductor-capacitor voltage controlled oscillator 

This section covers the implementation of an active inductor-capacitor voltage 

controlled oscillator circuit, which is based from the gyrator-capcitor feedback circuit 

described in previous section. 

The active-inductor-capacitior voltage controlled oscillator (or active LC-VCO) 

circuit is built upon the architecture of a passive inductor capacitor voltage controlled 

oscillator circuit; which consists of a lossy tuned LC resonant circuit connected in parallel 

with a gain amplifier. Main differences between the passive and active LC-VCO circuit 

implementations are summarized as follows: 
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1. the fixed value passive inductor is replaced by a tunable active inductor, which is gen

erated by a gyrator-capacitor feedback loop circuit 

2. the tunable varactor is replaced by parasitic capacitances within the gyrator-capacitor 

feedback loop circuit 

3. complementary "-gm" gain stages are replaced with NMOS "-gm" gain stages 

4. bias currents from the power supply to active inductors and NMOS "-gm" gain stages is 

accomplished with loads, which is due to the absense of PMOS devices inside the "-

gm" gain stages 

From the "common-source, common-source" gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit, 

losses exist due to both Yparaliel and Zseries elements of the non-ideal inductor model 

(Equations 3.29 and 3.31); hence positive feedback latches are connected in shunt with 

each transconductive stage to compensate for these losses (see Figure 3.8). These positive 

feedback latches are equivalent to the "-gm" gain cells in a passive LC-VCO circuit topol

ogy. 

Due to the symmetrical property of the "common-source, common-source" feed

back topology, impedance transformation is bidirectional, namely from capacitive loading 
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at node v2 (or node vl) to inductive loading behaviour at node vl (or node v2) respec

tively. Therefore each of the two positive feedback latches is connected to two different 

active inductors. The tail current sources of the two positive feedback latches are imple

mented to match the DC bias voltage levels between the active inductor stages and the 

latches. In addition, these current sources are part of the frequency tuning control mecha

nism; which will be described in the next section. 

Figure 3.8: Conceptual active LC-VCO circuit and its tunable inductor 
model 
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The following sub-sections cover the implementation of the proposed active 

inductor capacitor voltage controlled oscillator circuit. 

3.3.1 Implementation of an active-inductor based oscillator circuit 

The active-inductor based voltage-controlled-oscillator circuit consists of a bias 

circuit, a voltage-to-current converter circuit, and a 2-stage current-controlled-oscillator 

circuit (see Figure 3.9). In order to send oscillator output signals to an off-chip environ

ment, a 3-stage buffer circuit is placed between the oscillator circuit and the on-chip bond-

wire pads. 
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Figure 3.9: schematic of active LC-VCO circuit with bias and frequency 
tuning circuits 

3.3.2 Bias Circuit Topology 

The bias circuit provides bias for both the voltage-current-converter and current-

controlled-oscillator circuits. The bias circuit consists of a series-connected p+ poly resis

tor placed between the input pad and the NMOS current mirror structure. 

The series resistor is formed by two shunt-connected resistors of 811.304ohm, 

with width and length of 0.92um and 2.4um respectively. The NMOS current mirror has a 
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ratio of 8:4:12:16:4:16:4:12, with transistor width and length of 2.5um and 0.4um respec

tively (see Figure 3.10). 

i r 
.Bias | V-I Converter 2-stage current controlled oscillator 

m=8 m=4 m=12 m=16 m = 4 m = i 6 m=4 m=12 

Figure 3.10: active LC-VCO circuit bias scheme (fixed oscillator current) 

The first current mirror ratio of 8:4 is used to set the bias current for the voltage-to-

current converter circuit. The second and seventh current mirror ratios of 8:12 are used to 

set the bias current for the PMOS active load (another current mirror) of each of the oscil

lator circuit stage. The third and fifth current mirror ratios of 8:16 are used to set the 

"fixed" amount of bias current for the NMOS tail current of each of the differential pair 

stages (part of the oscillator output frequency tuning circuit). The fourth and sixth current 
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mirror ratios of 8:4 are used to set the "fixed" amount of bias current for the positive feed

back latch stage (another part of the oscillator output frequency tuning circuit). 

3.3.3 Voltage-to-Current Converter Circuit Topology 

The voltage-to-current converter circuit consists of a PMOS differential pair stage, 

which steers the bias current to one of two output nodes. 

In order to provide a relatively linear voltage to current conversion, the differential 

pair is implemented with PMOS transistors as degeneration; which operate in triode oper

ation mode. The bias current of such a differential pair gain stage is supplied by a PMOS 

current mirror, whose reference current comes from the bias circuit. 

The diode-connected active loads of this PMOS differential pair stage are the input 

sides of two NMOS current mirrors, which are used to control the bias current of the cur-

rent-controlled-oscillator circuit and its output frequency. 

The PMOS current mirror has a ratio of 8:4:4, with device width and length of 5um 

and 0.4um respectively. The PMOS differential pair stage consists of device width/ 
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length/finger(s) of 2.5um, 0.2um, and 8 respectively. The PMOS degeneration devices are 

sized with width/length/finger(s) of 2.5um, 0.2um, and 2 respectively (see Figure 3.11). 

m=8 m=4 

Bias V-I Converter 2-stage current controlled oscillator 

l i-GT 

HOI 
D 

f^lfe 

u 
w 

H 

i i ^ 

we 

Pi fl 
HI 

m=4 m=4 m=4 
m=4 m=4 m_4 

Figure 3.11: active LC-VCO circuit output frequency tuning (bias scheme) 

The NMOS active loads are designed as two current mirrors of ratios 4:4:4; their 

devices have width and length of 2.5um and 0.4um respectively (see Figure 3.11). These 

two current mirrors provide the "variable" portion of bias current of the 2-stage current-

controlled-oscillator circuit. 
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3.3.4 Current-Controlled-Oscillator Circuit Topology 

From Figure 3.9, the 2-stage current-controlled-oscillator circuit is based on the 

active inductive-capacitive voltage-controlled-oscillator (or active LC-VCO) circuit topol

ogy. The name "current-controlled-oscillator" is a more appropriate description of its cur

rent-controlled frequency tuning mechanism. 

Each of the two identical stages of oscillator circuit consists of a differential pair in 

shunt connection with a positive feedback latch. The bias currents of both stages of oscil

lator circuits consist of a "fixed" and a "variable" portion for frequency tuning (see Fig

ures 3.10 and 3.11). The loads of each oscillator stage are made of separate PMOS current 

mirrors, whose bias current doesn't change with the frequency tuning scheme. The over

all oscillator device sizing are summarized as follows: 

Differential pair NMOS W=1.25um L=0.18um m=12:12 

Positive feedback NMOS W=1.25um L=0.18um m=4:4 

Load (current mirror) PMOS W=1.25um L=0.2um m=12:12:12 
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m=12 m=4 

Figure 3.12: active LC-VCO circuit device sizing 

The decision to use current mirror active loads instead of resistive loads is because 

of their shunt connection to both the differential pair and latch circuits. Since the differen

tial pair stage and the latch circuits represent the active inductive-capacitive load and the 

"-gm" gain stage of the oscillator respectively, a high impedance "shunt-connected" load 

is chosen to minimize the degeneration of the quality factor of the overall circuit. For high 

speed operation, the NMOS transistors of both differential pair stages operate in either 

"cutoff or "saturation" mode. Hence the maximum peak-to-peak output signal swing of 
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the oscillator circuit must be less than or equal to the threshold voltage of the differential 

pair NMOS transistors. 

3.3.5 Output Buffer Circuit Topology 

A 3-stage output buffer is built to drive the oscillator output signals to an off-chip 

environment. The output buffer circuit consists of two consecutive stages of differential 

pair circuits, followed by a common-drain circuit as the final stage of output driver (see 

Figure 3.13). The device sizing are summarized as follows: 

Bias NMOS W=5um L=0.4um m=4:8:12 

1st Differential Pair NMOS W=1.5um L=0.18um m=4 

1st Differential Pair Resistor W=920nm L=2.4um R=1216.956 ohm 

2nd Differential Pair NMOS W=1.5um L=0.18um m=8 

2nd Differential Pair Resistor W=920nm L=2.4um R=405.652 ohm 

3rd Common Drain NMOS W=2.5um L=0.18um m=32 
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Figure 3.13: 3-stage buffer circuit 

The objectives of this output buffer circuit include: 

1. To provide a buffer between the on-chip oscillator circuit and an off-chip low imped

ance environment. Hence the oscillator circuit can achieve higher oscillation frequency 

with less amount of parasitic loading from the off-chip environment. In other words, 

the only extra capacitive loading for the oscillator circuit will be the first stage of the 

buffer circuit. 

2. To provide a relatively low output impedance with respect to the off-chip environment. 

Therefore, oscillator circuit output signals can be transferred to the external load (i.e. 

probe equipment) without much attentuation. 

3. For matching purpose, the 1216.956ohm and 405.652ohm resistors (of first 2 buffer 

circuit stages) are created with a "unit" resistor of 811.304ohm. This is part of the 

device matching strategy from the layout perspective. 
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3.3.6 Similarity with frequency divider circuit 

The 2-stage voltage controlled oscillator circuit is very similar to a divide-by-2 cir

cuit, which consists of 2 differential source coupled latches connected in a negative feed

back configuration (i.e. negative output node of the second latch is connected to the 

positive input node of the first latch). The only difference lies in the removal of the clock 

input MOS differential pair circuits, which are usually placed between the data input MOS 

differential pair and the bias circuits (see Figures 3.12 and 3.14). 

CLK-
CLKb—ct> 

D Q 
Db Qb 

iip CLK £ 
^ 

_3F CLKb 

Figure 3.14: schematic of a divided-by-2 circuit with top level and 
transistor level views 
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Alternately, the 2-stage voltage controlled oscillator circuit can be implemented 

with a divide-by-2 structure; provided the clock input MOS devices are biased with fixed 

DC voltages and operate in "saturation" mode. 

3.4 Active LC-VCO circuit operation mechanism 

This section covers the operation mechanism of the implemented active inductor 

capacitor voltage controlled oscillator circuit. Specifically, the operating principle of a 2-

stage VCO circuit will be covered in the first half of this section; whereas the frequency 

tuning mechanism of this VCO circuit will be covered in the second half of this section. 

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, that all feedback circuits with self-sustaining oscil

lation must follow the "Barkhausen Criterion", which is summarized as follows: 

\G(s)\ = l<r*ZG(s) = 0 (3.33) 

Hence for a feedback circuit with an odd number of inverting stages (i.e. N single-

ended inverter staged ring oscillator), one oscillation period is completed when a signal 

propagates through all N stages twice (see Figure 3.15). In other words, a total of 360-
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degree of phase shift occurs after the signal has propagated through all N stages twice. 

Consequently, a total of 180-degree of phase shift must be distributed evenly among N 

inverting stages. 

V(t) 

->^>-^k-.t 
1 1^ T »1 

Figure 3.15: ring oscillator model with N stages of single-ended inverters 

In the case of a feedback circuit consists of differential inverting stages, the num

ber of stages can be even or odd; as long as the total number of inversion within the feed

back loop is an odd number. Thus the aforementioned condition of 180-degree phase shift 

distribution among all stages still holds. 

For instance, the proposed active LC-VCO circuit can be interpretted as a 2-stage 

ring oscillator. Hence there will be a 90-degree phase shift between each inverting stage 

(see Figure 3.16). 

N-l 
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Figure 3.16: A 2-stage ring oscillator and its output waveform model 

3.4.1 Frequency tuning of current controlled oscillator (small 
signal analysis) 

From Equation 3.32, the transformed inductance value decreases as the product of 

the two transconductive elements "gmi" and "gm2" increases (i.e. with increase in tail cur

rent of elements "gmi' and 'gm2")- Since the capacitive loadings on the inductive nodes 

are fixed upon the completion of the circuit layout, the oscillation frequency of the acitive 

LC-VCO increases as the bias currents of the two transconductive elements increase. 
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Since both differential pair (i.e. transconductive elements "gmi" and "gm2") and 

positive-feedback latch circuits share the same load in the active LC-VCO architecture 

(see Figure 3.8), the proper way to tune the oscillation frequency is to steer a small amount 

of bias current between the two types of circuits. Hence the total amount of bias and tun

ing current will go through the same load, and a constant oscillation amplitude will be 

maintained. 

3.4.2 Frequency tuning of current controlled oscillator (large 
signal analysis) 

As mentioned in Section 3.3.6, the proposed two stage current controlled oscillator 

is very similar to a divide-by-2 circuit; which is composed of a negative-feedback connec

tion around two cascading differential source-coupled latch circuits. Data propagation 

through each latch circuit is enabled/disabled by the differential pair and the latch circuits 

respectively; which is controlled by the clock input differential pair circuits. Based on the 

current steering principle of a differential pair circuit, one can control the data propagation 

by varying the bias current of the data level differential pair and latch circuits. 
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If the clock differential pair circuit is replaced with separate bias current control 

circuits, the propagation of data within the D-flip-flop is also an oscillation frequency tun

ing mechanism for the divide-by-2 circuit. The fastest oscillation speed occurs when the 

two latch circuits are inoperative, and "data" signal propagates around the D-flip-flop via 

two differential pair circuits. Likewise, the slowest oscillation speed (i.e. not oscillating) 

can be achieved if all bias currents flow through the two latches instead of the two differ

ential pair circuits. Thus, this is the strategy employed in the proposed two stage current 

controlled oscillator circuit (see Figure 3.11) 

In order to ensure proper oscillation without latch-up, more bias current is sup

plied to the differential pair circuits than the latches; and the bias current for the voltage-

to-current converter circuit is split between the differential pair and latch circuits for fre

quency tuning purpose. 

3.5 Active LC-VCO noise sources 

This section covers the potential noise sources found in the proposed active LC-

VCO circuit; namely the PMOS active load, the NMOS switching pairs, the NMOS cross-
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coupled latches, and the bias tail current NMOS device (see Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12). 

Diagrams and equations are reproduced from one of Hajimiri's papers published in May 

of 1999 [10]; but with modification made for the proposed 2-stage active LC-VCO circuit. 

Within each oscillator delay stage, the total differential noise power from the two 

NMOS switching-pair and cross-coupled-latch devices are summarized as follows: 

t 2 1 , , 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 - , s . 2 \ /o o>i\ 
hore = 4 • (»»1 + ln2 + ««3 + ««4 ) = ( ' » ) ( 3 " 3 4 ) 

where "in is the equivalent current noise sources of each NMOS device. 

The noise spectral densities of the NMOS switching/cross-coupled-latch and the 

PMOS active load devices are: 

f = 4kTjlinC0X •[•f)-( VGS - VTN) 0.35) 
A/ ' " • °* \L, 

and 

ff = 4kTjllpCox • Ijf) • (VGS - VTP) (3.36) 
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where the value for "Y' is about 2/3 for long-channel MOS devices; and between 2 and 3 

for short-channel MOS devices. The increase in the 'Y' value is due to hot-electron 

effects inside the "short" channel [10]. 

Since all NMOS switching-pair and cross-coupled-latch devices are part of the 

oscillation signal propagation path, both gate and drain nodes of these devices exhibit sig

nals with ratioed power levels at odd and even harmonics of the output oscillation fre

quency. Noises close to these oscillation harmonic frequencies are down-converted as 

close-in phase noise at the oscillator circuit output spectrum. The mechanism of these fre

quency down-conversions will be covered in Chapter 5. 

In our proposed active LC-VCO circuit, each l:mp PMOS and l:mn NMOS cur

rent mirror supplies the needed current to both NMOS switching-pair and cross-coupled-

latch devices. Hence the current noise power from both NMOS tail current and PMOS 

active load devices can be summarized as: 

and 
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'load = hias -mp ( 3 , 3 8 ) 

which reveals the choice of the bias current mirror ratios has a significant impact on the 

noise contribution (see Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 for the current bias schemes). 

Similar to the NMOS switching-pair and cross-coupled-latch devices, the drain 

nodes of the PMOS active-load devices are also part of the oscillation signal propagation 

path; hence device noise near odd and even harmonics of the oscillation output frequency 

undergo down-conversion and become close-in phase noise at the oscillator output spec

trum. 

Since drain nodes of both NMOS current bias and frequency tuning devices (i.e. 

part of separate NMOS current mirror circuits) are connected to the source nodes of both 

NMOS switching-pair and cross-coupled latch devices, even harmonics of the oscillation 

frequency are found to be dominant at this connection. Hence noise near these even oscil

lation frequency harmonics undergo down-conversion and become phase noise at the 

oscillator circuit output spectrum. 
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Although the current noise sources have similar behaviour as the proposed passive 

LC-VCO circuit, the additional number of current mirrors utilized for the proposed active 

LC-VCO circuit provide an even larger impact to the oscillator phase noise performance. 

More information related to device noise sources and oscillator phase noise performance 

will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.6 Active LC-VCO Summary 

Based from the concept of active inductance generation through gyrator-capacitor 

feedback circuits, an active LC-VCO circuit has been proposed for this thesis research. 

The oscillator circuit mainly consists of three parts: a bias circuit to maintain minimum 

oscillation frequency, a voltage-to-current converter to perform frequency tuning, and a 2-

stage current controlled oscillator circuit that evolves from the gyrator-capacitor feedback 

circuit topology. 

In the following chapter, layout technique on both active/passive LC-VCO circuits 

and an off-chip test structure are illustrated. In addition, test equipments for both oscilla

tor circuits are summarized at the end of next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 Oscillator Circuit Layout 

This chapter covers layout technique of the two implemented oscillator circuits, 

and is divided into three sections. The first section covers some layout technique for the 

on-chip oscillator cirucit. The second section covers the off-chip test board and related 

wirebonding diagrams for both active and passive LC-VCO circuits. The third section 

covers the test equipment used in the lab. 

4.1 Passive-Inductor-Capacitor VCO Circuit Layout 

As described in the LC-VCO chapter (Chapter 2), the passive-inductor-capacitor 

oscillator core circuit consists of an on-chip differential spiral inductor, pn-junction varac-

tors, and a negative-gm gain stage built with 2 CMOS inverter connected in positive feed-
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back manner. Since we have to drive the signal off-chip, there is a buffer circuit added in 

series between the LC-VCO core circuit and the output pads. 

4.1.1 On-chip Differential Spiral Inductor Layout 

The dimension of the on-chip differential spiral inductor has been defined and 

optimized by ASITIC. In the current design, the dimension of the implemented inductor 

is: L=200um, W=14um, S=3um, N=3 

Number of turns (N) = 3 

= — z Width (W) = Mum 

Spacing (S) = 3um 

Figure 4.1: On-chip differential spiral inductor layout (not to scale) 
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The outer length (L), the line width (W), the line spacing between metal lines (S), 

and the total number of turns (N) defines the overall area of the on-chip spiral inductor. 

The differential routing requires a smaller area than two single-ended spiral inductor 

joined in series; and still provides the same required inductance value for our complemen

tary "-gm" gain stage. Since the actual spiral inductor layout is covered by the foundry's 

inductor-recognition layer "IND", an illustrated example of the actual implemented spiral 

inductor is included in Figure 4.1 instead (see above). 

4.1.2 PN-junction Varactor (lateral PNP bipolar transistor) 

The PN-junction varactor is formed by lateral PNP bipolar transistor, which con

sists of 3 regions; namely emitter (E), base (B), and collector (C). The emitter region is 

formed by P+ materal (the same material as the drain/source region of a PMOS transistor). 

The base region is formed by N materal (the same material as the NWELL region of a 

PMOS transistor setup). The collector region is formed by the P+ substrate, which is 

shared by all NMOS transistors in this technology. 
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The dimension of the PN-junction varactor is defined by the lateral PNP bipolar 

transistor parametric-cell (or simply p-cell); which is supplied by the TSMC 0.18um 

library. In the passive-inductor-capacitor-VCO design, 8 such lateral PNP p-cells are con

nected in parallel. Each bipolar transistor is catergorized with a "PNP 10" device model, 

which is used for simulation and also corresponds to the area of the emitter region in the 

device layout (see Figure 4.2). 

connect to frequency tuning voltage (DC) 

Figure 4.2: Layout of lateral PNP bipolar transistor as varactor (not to 
scale) 
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4.1.3 Complementary Negative-gm Gain Stage 

The complementary negative-gm gain stage consists of both PMOS and NMOS 

negative-gm gain stages. Each negative-gm gain stage is formed by a pair of MOS device 

(of same type, either P or N) connected in the positive feedback manner. By connecting 

both PMOS and NMOS parts together, the complementary negative-gm gain stage resem

bles a single-ended CMOS latch (i.e. two CMOS inverter connected in the positive feed

back configuration). In the current design, the PMOS and NMOS devices are sized as: 

(PMOS negative-gm gain stage) W/L/m = 2.5um/0.18um/16*2 

(NMOS negative-gm gain stage) W/L/m=2.5um/0.18um/l6*2 

(NMOS input current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

(NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/20 
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Figure 4.3: Layout of complementary negative-gm gain stage (not to 
scale) 

As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the negative-gm gain stage is placed and routed as if it 

is a CMOS latch (i.e. 2 inverters connected in feedback). In addition, the negative feed

back are routed in the centre of the latch structure to minimize parasitic capacitance due to 

routing. The biasing stage is a NMOS current mirror with a ratio of 1:5, "inter-digitiza-

tioin" and "common-centroid" placement and routing techniques are employed to match 

the two sides of the current mirror as close to each other as possible. 
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4.1,4 Passive LC-VCO Buffer Stage 

The output buffer stage of the passive LC-VCO consists of 3 cascading gain 

stages. The first two stages are resistively-loaded "differential-pair" stages, whereas the 

last stage splits the two output signals by two single-ended "source-follower" stage. In 

addition, the buffer stage was designed for quadrature oscillator; hence only 1 of 2 chan

nels was used for the passive LC-VCO circuit. The device dimensions are summarized as 

follows: 

Reference: (NMOS input current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1st stage: (NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1st stage: (NMOS differential pair, each device)W/L/m=1.5um/0.18um/4 

1st stage: (Rload=811.304+405.652) W/L/m=0.92um/2.4um/l+(l//l) 

2nd stage: (NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/8 

2nd stage: (NMOS differential pair, each device)W/L/m=1.5um/0.18um/8 

2nd stage: (Rload=405.652) W/L/m=0.92um/2.4um/(l//l) 

3rd stage: (NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/12 

3rd stage: (NMOS source follower) W/L/m=2.5um/0.18um/32 
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Ideally the current mirror structure of the buffer stage should be placed and routed 

with "common centroid" and "interdigitization" techniques, but such placement requires a 

bigger overall area (i.e. for signal routing) and results in a larger parasitic capacitance. 

Hence the current mirrors circuit is designed to have identical unit finger width and 

length; and relies on compact placement for better matching (see Figure 4.4). Finally, 

dummy devices are placed next to the poly resistors for matching. 
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W=5um 
L=0.4um 
m=4 

W=5urir-W=5nm -iJV£5uffr W=5um 
L=0.4um L=0.4um L=0.4um L=0.4um 
m=4 m=8 m=12 m=12 

Figure 4.4: Layout of buffer for passive LC-VCO circuit (not to scale) 

4.1.5 Passive LC-VCO Circuit Layout (Top Level) 

Due to the limited die area granted for this research, the buffer circuit cannot be 

placed with same transistor orientation as other oscillator circuits (see Figure 4.5 and Fig

ure 4.8). Tradeoff in this issue will be covered in section 4.3. 

The top level passive LC-VCO circuit layout is shown as follows: 
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3-stage output buffer (with mismatched orientation) 

fefc ^ H 
\ 

I 

* s 

on-chip spiral inductor (covered by "ind" layer) / I 

pn-junction varactor (lateral PNP transistors) \ * 
\ 

Figure 4.5: Layout of passive LC-VCO circuit (top level, not to scale) 
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4.2 Active-Inductor-Capacitor VCO Circuit Layout 

As described in Chapter 3, the active inductor-capacitor oscillator core circuit con

sists of three main components: 

1. NMOS current mirror (for current bias of subsequent stages) 

2. voltage-to-current-converter circuit (for oscillation frequency tuning) 

3. 2-stage current-controlled-oscillator circuit (connected in direct-and-cross-coupled 

feedback manner, for quadrature oscillation output) 

Since we have to drive the signal off-chip, there is a buffer circuit added in 

between the current controlled oscillator circuit and the wirebond pads. 

4.2.1 NMOS Current Mirror Circuit Layout 

The NMOS current mirror circuit is responsible for current biasing of both volt

age-to-current converter and current-controlled-oscillator (CCO) circuits. The dimension 

of these devices are summarized as follows: 
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W/L/m=5um/0.4um/6 

W/L/m=5um/0.4um/8 

Reference: (NMOS input current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1st output: (to voltage-current converter) W/L/ra=5um/0.4um/2 

2nd output: (to 1st stage CCO PMOS) 

3rd output: (to 1st stage CCO diff-pair) 

4th output: (to 1st stage CCO feedback) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/2 

5th output: (to 2nd stage CCO PMOS) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/6 

6th output: (to 2nd stage CCO diff-pair) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/8 

7th output: (to 2nd stage CCO feedback) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/2 

Since the primary goal of the oscillator circuit layout is to minimize the parasitic 

capacitance resulting from routing, placement of current mirror devices are determined by 

the location of their corresponding converter/oscillator circuits (i.e. signal path) instead of 

an "inter-digitization" layout technique. To compensate for above non-ideal layout 

choice, current mirror NMOS devices were designed with the same unit finger dimension 

and placed in close proximity; hence current sinks between input and output branches of 

the NMOS current mirror should have very close values. 
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4.2.2 Voltage-to-Current Converter Circuit Layout 

The voltage-to-current converter circuit consists of a PMOS differential pair with 

diode-connected NMOS devices as loads. The dimension of these devices are summa

rized as follows... 

Reference: (PMOS input current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/8 

1st output: (PMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

2nd output: (PMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

input: (PMOS diff-pair) W/L/m=2.5um/0.2um/8 

degen: (PMOS diff-pair degeneration) W/L/m=2.5um/0.2um/2 

load: (diode-connected NMOS load) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/2 

In order to provide better matching among the PMOS devices among both differ

ential pair and degenerative devices, all PMOS devices were designed with the same unit 

finger width and length. In addition, the degenerative PMOS devices are placed at the 

centre of the differential pair circuit for symmetrical layout. 
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Similarly, PMOS current mirrors are placed and routed with "common centroid" 

and interdigitization" layout techniques, for better matching among input and 2 output 

current mirror branches. 

Finally, the diode-connected NMOS loads are'actually input current mirror 

branches of the current-controlled-oscillator frequency-tuning current mirror. Hence they 

are placed close to the output current mirror branches (i.e. part of the current-controlled-

oscillator frequency-tuning circuit); and were designed to have the same unit finger width 

and length. 

4.2.3 Current-controlled-oscillator Circuit Layout 

The current-controlled-oscillator circuit consists of two differential gain stages, 

connected in direct and crossed configuration. This connection is part of the active induc

tance generation circuit. The dimension of these devices are summarized as follows: 

PMOS input current mirror:(lst stage bias) W/L/m=1.25um/0.2um/12 

PMOS output current mirror:(lst stage load) W/L/m=1.25um/0.2um/12 

NMOS differential pair: (1st stage) W/L/m=1.25um/0.18um/12 
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NMOS positive feedback: (1 st stage) W/L/m= 1.25um/0.18um/4 

PMOS input current mirror:(2nd stage bias) W/L/m=1.25um/0.2urn/12 

PMOS output current mirror:(2nd stage load)W/L/m=1.25um/0.2um/12 

NMOS differential pair: (2nd stage) W/L/m=1.25um/0.18um/12 

NMOS positive feedback: (2nd stage) W/L/m= 1.25um/0.18um/4 

For minimal parasitic capacitance, the two differential gain stages are placed side-

by-side. 

4.2.4 Active LC-VCO Buffer Stage 

The output buffer stage of the active LC-VCO consists of 3 cascading gain stages. 

It is used for both active and passive LC-VCO circuits. The device dimensions are sum

marized as follows: 

Reference: (NMOS input current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1st stage: (NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/4 

1 st stage: (NMOS differential pair, each device)W/L/m= 1.5um/0.18um/4 

1st stage: (Rload=811.304+405.652) W/L/m=0.92um/2.4um/l+(l//l) 

2nd stage: (NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/8 
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2nd stage: (NMOS differential pair, each device)W/L/m=1.5um/0.18um/8 

2nd stage: (Rload=405.652) W/L/m=0.92um/2.4um/(l//l) 

3rd stage: (NMOS output current mirror) W/L/m=5um/0.4um/12 

3rd stage: (NMOS source follower) W/L/m=2.5um/0.18um/32 

4.2.5 Active LC-VCO Circuits Layout 

Since the active LC-VCO relies on the transformation from parasitic capacitance 

to active inductance, parasitic capacitance must be minimized for a high oscillation fre

quency. 

From the component level of the oscillator circuit layout, differential pair and cur

rent mirror circuits are placed in close proximities for both performance matching and 

routing parasitic minimization. 

From the top level of the oscillator circuit layout, output buffer circuits (i.e. for 

both active and passive LC-VCOs) are placed close to the wire-bond "landing" pads. 

Similarly, the active LC-VCO circuit is placed close to its corresponding buffer circuit. 
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3-stage output buffer 

• l i v e LC-VCO 

N: 

NMOS current mirror 

voltage-to-current converter 

Figure 4.6: Layout of active LC-VCO circuit (not to scale) 

4.3 Top Level Circuit Layout 

This section illustrates the layout of the test chip, which incorporates both active 

and passive LC-VCO circuits. Two options of chip-board interconnection media were 

offered by CMC: "flip-chip" and "wire-bonding" 
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The first option, called "flip-chip", is a newer technology. This type of intercon

nection connects input and output pads (or simply "I/O pads", consisting various top metal 

layers) directly from the test chip onto the corresponding chip package routing lines. 

Hence the chip is "flipped" upside-down for such interconnection, and the technology is 

generally named after this technique. The advantages of such an interconnection includes 

support of higher speed signal routing (which is important for high speed wireline and 

wireless circuits and systems) and flexibility of signal connections within the entire test 

chip area. The disadvantage of this technology is its relatively high cost. 

The second option is an older technology called "wire-bonding". This type of 

interconnection connects I/O pads from test chip onto the chip package routing lines 

through a wire. The advantage of such interconnection is its relatively cheaper cost; 

wherease disadvantages include the limitation on I/O pads placement locations, and the 

low speed signal propagations along "bond-wires". 

The "wire-bonding" interconnection technology is chosen for this test chip, hence 

all I/O pads are placed along the perimeter of the test chip. Although the total area of the 

three oscillator circuits is much smaller than the granted die area of 1mm2, the test chip is 

limited by the I/O pad layout area. In other words, this test chip is "pad-limited"; and the 
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number of I/O pads can only support three versions of the oscillator circuit. Moreover, the 

differential input signals are shared among the two versions of active LC-VCO circuits 

(i.e. one of them is a backup for test purpose). Finally, only one of two differential output 

signal pairs (from each active LC-VCO circuit) is wire-bonded for testing. 

Due to the limited die area for this test chip (i.e. "pad-limited"), placement of the 

passive LC-VCO buffer circuit is orthongonal to the active LC-VCO circuit, which is 

incorrect for MOS device performance tracking. In this way, the only performance mis

match effect (if any, due to fabrication variation on device dimensions) will be on the cur

rent mirrors of the buffer circuits; but not in the oscillator circuits themselves. 

The test chip layout is included as follows: 
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(extra) active LC-VCO 

passive LC-VCO (without "IND" layer) 

active LC-VCO 

Figure 4.7: Layout of active LC-VCO circuit (2nd version, not to scale) 
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4.4 Off-Chip Circuit Test Board 

Since the output frequencies of both active and passive LC-VCO circuits are close 

to 5GHz, chip package selections provided by CMC Microsystems cannot be used for this 

research (i.e. CMC Microsystems chip packages can support signals up to 2GHz only). 

With help from Dr. Tarr and his research team, a test board is fabricated to meet 

this strict requirement. The structure of this test board consists of a lum-thick gold layer 

doped onto a 2"x2" glass plate. Multiple test sites are prepared on this 2"x2" test structure 

(see Figure 4.8). 

Detail information on the wirebonding for both active and passive LC-VCO cir

cuits are illustrated in next sub-sections. 
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Figure 4.8: gold plated 2"x2" test structure on glass (to scale) 

4.4.1 Active LC-VCO Test Site And Wirebonding Diagram 

Since chip packaging is omitted for this research, bond wires are placed between 

the on-chip input/output (or I/O) pads and the off-chip wirebond sites. As oscillation fre

quencies are varied by differential tuning voltages, narrow-band impedance matching for 

the buffer circuit output nodes are omitted; and a short gold trace is placed between the 

off-chip wirebonding site and the SMA connector site (see Figure 4.9). 
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GROUND (or VSS) 

Pa' p^SmnrnB&i 
i—| ^ - ^ (Circuit #2 A 

-̂S Circuit #3 

4 pfflr̂ nnm[iiad6 \ 

bufVbias VDD 

GROUND (or VSS) \ / , ; „ u T , , • 

Vupb ccoVbias 

Figure 4.9: Active LC-VCO test site and wirebonding diagram 

Since "Circuit#2" is the designated device under test (or DUT), control voltages to 

the other two circuits are wirebonded to ground. In addition, bias and control pins to the 

active LC-VCO circuit are summarized as follows: 

• "Vupb" and "Vdnb" are diferential input pins of the voltage-to-current converter circuit 

• "ccoVbias" and "bufVbias" are input pins to the NMOS current mirrors of both current 

controlled oscillator and buffer circuits respectively 
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4.4.2 Passive LC-VCO Test Site And Wirebonding Diagram 

Similar to the active LC-VCO test setup, narrow-band impedance matching for the 

passive LC-VCO buffer circuit output nodes are omitted; and a short gold trace is placed 

between the off-chip wire-bonding site and the SMA connector site (see Figure 4.10). 

bufVbias 

vcoVbias 

GROUND (or VSS) 

Circuit #3 

rpkd l2 

] >adl|3j [ 

Circuit#2) p; 

GROUND (or VSS) 

J high 
speed 
output 

GROUND (or VSS) 

Vtune 

Figure 4.10: Passive LC-VCO test site and wirebonding diagram 
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Since "Circuit#3" is the designated device under test (or DUT), control voltages to 

the other two circuits are wirebonded to ground. In addition, bias and control pins to the 

passive LC-VCO circuit are summarized as follows: 

• "Vtune" is connected to the "base" terminal of the 8 shunt-connected PNP varactors 

• "vcoVbias" and "bufVbias" are input pins to the NMOS current mirrors of both LC-

VCO and buffer circuits respectively 

4.5 Lab Test Equipment 

This section covers circuit test setup and related test equipment. The lab measure

ments of both active and passive LC-VCO circuits are included in Chapter 5, and the list 

of lab test equipment is included as follows: 

• Tektronix TDS6604 Digital Storage Oscilloscope (1 unit) 

• Agilent E4407B Spectrum Analyzer (1 unit) 

• Agilent E3646 Dual Power Supply (3 units) 
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A picture is taken during the test of both active and passive LC-VCO ciracits: 

Figure 4.11: oscillators under tests 

4.6 Circuit Layout Summary 

One passive and two active LC-VCO circuit layout have been included on the 

testchip. Due to the pad-limited configuration, differential input pins for both versions of 

active LC-VCO circuits are shared. On testboard level, six test configurations are fabri

cated on a lum thick gold plated glass substrate. Within each test configuration, a single-

ended output and a few input and power pads have been wirebonded for test purpose. 

Comparisons and discussions on simulated and measured results of both oscillator circuits 

will be covered in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 Results and Discussions 

This chapter covers the simulation and measured results of both passive and active 

LC-VCO circuits, and is divided into three sub-sections. 

The first part of this chapter provides background information on various existing 

phase noise models, with equations reproduced from various phase noise papers. The sec

ond part of this chapter summarizes both simulation and measured results of the active 

LC-VCO circuit; and provide insights on root-cause and solutions for sub-optimal mea

sured results from the circuit. The third part of this chapter focus on the passive LC-VCO 

circuit's simulation and measured results. In addition, discussions on root-cause and solu-
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tions for issues related to the passive LC-VCO circuit will be covered at the end of this 

chapter. 

5.1 Phase noise and existing models 

Phase noise is an indicator of an oscillator circuit's performance; and is defined as 

a ratio between the single side-band power at an offset frequency from the carrier (with a 1 

Hz bandwidth) and the carrier signal power (see Equation 5.1) [5]. 

L{ Aco} = 10 • l o g f - ^ " ^ ^ " ' 1 ^ (5.1) 
carrier 

where "L{Aco}" is the phase noise, "Psideband" *s ^ e signal power at the offset fre

quency, "Pcarrier" is the carrier signal power, "CD0" is the carrier frequency, and "ACQ" is the 

offset frequency away from the carrier. 

The spectrum of an oscillator output signal can be categorized into three regions, 

namely the 1/f3, 1/f2, and a flat region. The 1/f3 region is caused by the MOS devices' 

flicker noise, which has a 1/f spectral profile. The 1/f2 region is caused by the white noise 
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inside the oscillator circuit, which has a constant value over the frequency spectrum. 

Finally, the flat region in the oscillator output spectrum is caused by the white noise in the 

oscillator buffer circuit; which is located outside the oscillator feedback loop. Hence the 

"flat" spectral profile of the white noise remains unchanged. 

5.1.1 Leeson'sphase noise model 

In 1966, Leeson proposed a phase noise model that reveals the relationship 

between the oscillator input phase uncertainty and the power spectral density of both 

phase and frequency of signals at the oscillator circuit output [1]. This model is summa

rized as: 

where 

"S<h(G)m)" is the power spectral density of the oscillator circuit output frequency 

"S^Q" is the oscillator circuit input phase uncertainty 

"GO0" is the output oscillation frequency 
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"Q" is the loaded quality factor of the oscillator circuit 

"(flm" is the offset frequency in the oscillator output frequency spectrum 

In addition, the relationship between the oscillator input phase uncertainty and 

oscillator output phase/frequency power spectra is illustrated as follows: 
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Figure 5.1: Power Spectral Densities at oscillator input and output 

In region 1, the input phase is: 
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S A 9 « O ) = a - G y (5-3) 

At the oscillator input, phase power spectral density decreases at a rate of 20dB/ 

decade. This decreases continue until the device flicker noise (or 1/f noise) effect no long 

dominates the overall noise. In addition, the "a" variable in equations 5.2 to 5.9 is a con

stant used to represents the 1/f noise effect. 

In regions 2 and 3, the input phase is: 

SA9«0) = 2 F K T (5.4) 

In region 4, the output phase is: 

^ • > - - G y W (5-5) 

At the oscillator output, the phase spectrum decreases at a rate of -20dB/decade. 

This is almost identical to the oscillator input, except the value has been multiplied by a 

factor (CGQ^Q) . Hence, this effect continues (i.e. along the offset frequency scale) until 

the 1/f noise no longer dominates the overall device noise. This factor depends on both 

the oscillation frequency "o)0" and the loaded quality "Q" of the oscillator circuit. 
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In region 5, the output phase is: 

At the oscillator output, the phase spectrum does not vary with the offset fre

quency. The value is almost identical to the oscillator input, except it has been multiplied 

by a factor of (co^Q) . Once again, this factor depends on both the oscillation frequency 

"co0" and the loaded quality "Q" of the oscillator circuit. 

In region 6, the output phase is: 

S^(^) = ^'F
p
K'T)-^m)2 (5.7) 

s 

At the oscillator output, the phase spectrum increases at a rate of +40dB/decade. 

This value only depends on the offset frequency "a>m", but not with the oscillation fre

quency "GO0" nor the loaded quality "Q" of the oscillator circuit. 

In region 7, the output frequency is: 
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At the oscillator output, the frequency spectrum decreases at a rate of -60dB/dec. 

Similar to regions 1 and 4, this noise profile is predominated by the device's 1/f noise. 

In region 8, the output frequency is: 

At the oscillator output, the frequency spectrum decreases at a rate of -40dB/dec. 

This corresponds to the relatively flat phase output spectrum of region 5, but the profile in 

the frequency spectrum decreases further. 

In region 9, the output frequency is: 

S A 8 « O ) = 2 F K T (5.10) 
* s 

At the oscillator output, the frequency spectrum has an identical profile as the 

phase spectrum at the oscillator input, which also corresponds to the oscillator output 

phase spectrum; but without the variation due to the offset frequency. The flat frequency 
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spectrum is due to additive noise originated from oscillator buffer circuit, which is placed 

between the oscillator core circuit and I/O pads. 

5.1.2 Razavi's phase noise model 

Razavi has proposed the concept of an "open-loop" quality factor, which was used 

to describe a ring oscillator circuit's characteristics. It measures how a closed-loop circuit 

opposes variation in its oscillation frequency [4]. 

The "open-loop" Q factor is defined as: 

where A(oo) and <|)(co) are amplitude and phase functions of the "open-loop" ring 

oscillator circuit respectively. 

In addition, the transfer function of this "open-loop" ring oscillator circuit is 

defined as: 
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//(/co) = A(co) V 0 W - H(j*J + Aco - *jj& (5.12) 

where 

co = co„ + Aco (5.13) 

represents the frequency of interest, which includes an offset frequency of "Aco" from the 

ideal clock frequency of "co0". 

Razavi has utilized a linear closed-loop oscillator model for his phase noise for

mula derivation (see Figure 5.2), the closed-loop system is summarized as: 

n/co) = ff(/q» 
X(/co) l+#(/'<*>) 

(5.14) 

+ 
X ( s ) - • ( £ ) - • H(s) 

i 
"Y(s) 

Figure 5.2: Razavi's linear closed-loop oscillator model 
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Hence the noise transfer function at the frequency of interest is: 

r(/co0 +yAco) ffO«»b) + A i D . - ^ 
-1 

-̂ Ow„ + 7Aoo) , .... , . dH(a>) . dH(oi) 
yj o J > j + 7/(7© ) + Aco r ^ Aco r—1 

0 d(a da 

+ ! = • 
-1 

Aco 
t/tf(G0) 

dco 

where 

#(/«>„)= - l 

and 

Aco 
Jff(co) 

dco 
« 1 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

Equation 5.15 reveals a multiplicative effect from the closed-loop system onto all 

input noise, which also includes noise within the oscillator circuit. 

Furthermore, the noise power spectral density is shaped (by the same closed-loop 

system) with this transformation: 

y(/'co0+7'Aco) 
X(ju>0 +7 Aco) 

2 -1 

\m dH{<A) 
ACO • 

dco 

2 

(Aco)2 • 

1 
d#(co) 

day 

(5.18) 

The derivative of Equation 5.12 is: 
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<mm = (dA@l +jA . dZM) . exPO-0(co)) (5.19) 

Substitute Equation 5.19 into Equation 5.18: 

Y{j(H0 +7'Aco) 

X(j(Q0 +;Aco) 

1 

(Aco)z dH(o)) 
d(0 m^<*m 

(5.20) 

where 

|A(a»| = 1 

Substitute Equation 5.11 into Equation 5.20: 

(5.21) 

Y(j(d0 +jAco) 

X(/'co0 +jA(o) 

1 

(Aw) 

= _ j_ . W) = r ^ y . rj_y 
frfAdayi2 fd0(co)Vl 4 . n 2 ^ A J V2 • QJ ' U c J 
V dco / V dm V] 4-or 

(5.22) 

Hence Razavi's phase noise model depends on the oscillation frequency "co0", the 

open-loop quality factor "Q", and the offset frequency "AGO". In addition, its profile 

decreases at a rate of -40dB/decade along the offset frequency axis; which corresponds to 

region 8 of Leeson's phase noise model. 
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5.1.3 Hajimiri's phase noise model (for LC-VCO) 

Hajimiri has proposed a linear, time variant (or LTV) phase noise model; which 

explains the up-conversion mechanism of flicker noise and down-conversion of white 

noise into close-in phase noise at an oscillator output spectrum [5],[6],[10],[11],[13]. This 

sub-section illustrates his proposed phase noise model and its application to inductor-

capacitor based oscillaor circuits; whereas the application to ring oscillator circuits will be 

revealed in the next sub-section. 

Hajimiri introduced a periodic "impulse sensitivity function" (or ISF), which mod

els after the sensitivity of an oscillator circuit output waveform to a current impulse 

applied to the circuit (at various time instances within its oscillation period). The effect 

from such an impulse varies a lot; and this variation depends heavily on the location of the 

output waveform at the time instance when the impulse is applied (see Figure 5.3). 
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impulse applied at Vpeak impulse applied at zero-crossing 

warn 

\ 

Figure 5.3: Impulse Sensitivity Function of an LC-VCO 

If a current impulse is applied to the oscillator output node when the output voltage 

waveform is at its peak, then the amplitude of the waveform increases momentarily; but 

both the zero-crossing point and the period of the oscillation waveform remain unchanged 

(see curve in left hand side of Figure 5.3). 

On the other hand, if the impulse is applied to the oscillator output node when the 

output waveform is at the zero-crossing point, then the period of the oscillation is 

changed; and there is no mechanism that can correct this disturbance (see curve in right 
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hand side of Figure 5.3). In other words, the oscillator circuit is least/most sensitive to a 

current impulse disturbance when its output voltage waveform reaches the peak/zero-

crossing locations respectively. 

The oscillator output voltage waveform and an applied current impulse are repre

sented (respectively) as follows: 

vOHt(t)=A(t)-ji<o0t + W)] (5-23) 

and 

i(t) = /„ • cos[(nco0 + Aco)f] (5-24) 

Since the oscillator output voltage waveform changes between peak and trough 

values once within each period, the impulse sensitivity function (or ISF) is periodic and 

shares the same period as the oscillator output voltage waveform (see Figure 5.4). In addi

tion, the periodic ISF waveform can be expressed by a Fourier series as follows: 

T(co0x) = | + £ cn • cos(« • co0 • x + e„) (5-25) 

n = 1 
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where "cn" represents the coefficient of the n harmonics, "CQ" represents the dc 

component of the Fourier series, and "COQ" represents the oscillator output frequency. In 

addition, "6n" represents the phase of the nl harmonics, but is irrelevant because the noise 

components (i.e. among all odd and even harmonics) are uncorrelated to each other. 

Figure 5.4: Relationship between LC-VCO output voltage and its ISF 
waveforms 

The oscillator output excess phase (i.e. due to a current impulse applied to the cir

cuit) can be calculated as: 
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<K0 = f r(K>oT)' ' (T ) " dx = 7T ' I l'(i) • dx + V c. • f I'(T) • cos(nro0x) • dx 
Qm„r J Qmn* 2 J /—J i 

n = 1 
(5.26) 

where "cn" is the coefficient of the nth harmonic inside the Fourier series of the 

ISF model, and "qmax" is the total charge induced by the applied current impulse over the 

dx duration. 

If the applied current impulse is located at a low frequency "A©" (i.e. as an offset 

frequency of "AGO" from DC), then the excess phase shift will be: 

<K0 = ~ — • j [ /0 • COS(A(0T)]rfT 
I0 • c0 • sin(Act)f) 

2 • qmax • Aco 
(5.27) 

Similar, if the applied current impulse is located at a low frequency offset from the 

oscillator output frequency, then the excess phase shift will be: 

WQ = ~ C ' • f{/i-cos[(oo0 + Aa>)T]}dT = - ^ 
/j • Cj • sin(AcoO 

4maxA(i> 
(5.28) 
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By superposition, the excess phase shift due to all current impulses (i.e. located at 

a low frequency offset from both odd and even harmonics of the oscillation frequency) 

can be respresented as: 

W) = £ 
/ . -c B - s in (Amp 

2 • amax • A ( 0 

(5.29) 

n = 1 

By substituting Equation 5.29 into Equation 5.23, a pair of sidebands (of same 

magnitude) appear at an offset of "AGO" away from the oscillation frequency. The ratio 

between each of these sidebands and the oscillation output signal can be presented in log-

scale as: 

PSBC(Aa) = 10 • log 
2-, V2 • 2 • qm„r • AoJ 

•n = \ 

= 10-log y( 7"'c" ) 
^-i V4 • a _ • Aav 

Ut = l 

(5.30) 

where the factor "4" in the denominator indicates only one of the two sidebands 

(i.e. mirror images centered around the ideal output signal) is taken into consideration. 
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In addition to the current impulse case, Hajimiri further applied his interpretation 

of this sideband/carrier ratio (or phase noise model) for noise sources with white noise and 

flicker noise distribution profiles. 

For the case of "white" noise current source, the single sideband phase noise can 

be represented by: 

f -2 
I 

PSBC(Aa)= 10-log 
2-i U • qm„r • Aw KA-q 

= 10 • log 

V2> A/ 
n = 0 

4 • 9max2 • A C ° 2 

(5.31) 

where the magnitude of the current impulse is now replaced with a constant power 

spectral density value of "in /Af'. 

By applying Parseval's relation, the series sum of the ISF Fourier series coeffi

cients can be simplified as: 

2TC 

SC"2 = \\\nxfdx = 2-T\ 2 
rms (5.32) 

n = 0 
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The phase noise model for an oscillator with a white-noise based disturbance can 

be simplified as: 

f i2 

L{Aco}= 10 log 
A/ 

n = 0 

4 • qmax •Affl2 
= 10 • log 

,2 1 

AL 
2 ~ » 2 

r 2 • Aco 

= 10 • log 
i» 

9ma/ &-n2-Af 

(5.33) 

In the above equation, the product of "in
2/Af' and "£cn

2" in the nominator refers to 

the sum of all noise sources close to both odd and even harmonics of the oscillator output 

frequency. The "A© term in the denominator of Equation 5.33 reveals the single-side

band phase noise varies inversely to the square of the offset frequency; which is similar to 

t he" l /P ' region of Leeson's phase noise model. 

Equations 5.31 and 5.33 reveal the following important properties of Harjimiri's 

proposed oscillator phase noise model: 

• noise near DC gets upconverted by coefficient "c0" onto phase noise near the oscillator 

circuit output oscillation frequency "co0" 
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• noise near the oscillator output frequency does not undergo frequency translation, but 

gets modified by the coefficient "cj" 

• noise near both odd and even harmonics of oscillator output oscillation frequency gets 

down-convertd by coefficients "cn" onto phase noise near the oscillator circuit output 

oscillation frequency "COQ" 

As for the "flicker" current noise disturbance case, Hajimiri has modelled the cur

rent noise source to be: 

l n, \/f ln_ 

CO 
-*K-\/t=i 

CO. .2 *"!/, 

1 / / 
A c o " " . 1 , 1 / / { « A c o 

(5.34) 

Hence, the phase noise model for an oscillator with a flicker-noise based distur

bance can be simplified as: 

f i~ co 

L{Aco}= 10 log 

Af' Aco ' la C" 
n = 0 

4 • qmax • A(£>2 

<? 

10 • log 

CO, n " 1 / j ©1 A/ Aco V2 

4 • Imax ' A c ° 2 

' '< t f 2 

= 10 log 
'$ 

JL 

AL CO 

2 >• A 2 

v 4 • Aco 

i / / 

Aco 

(5.35) 
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Since flicker noise occurs at very low frequencies, only the "CQ/2" coefficient of 

the ISF Fourier series (from Equation 5.25) is applicable. In other words, the series sum 

of "cn
2" coefficients in Equation 5.35 can be replaced with the term "(CQ/2)2". 

By definition, the 1/f corner is the location where the 1/f slope intersects with the 

1/f2 slope on an oscillator phase noise plot. Hence the 1/f3 corner can be evaluated by set

ting Equations 5.33 and 5.35 to an equal value. 

L{Aco}= 10 log 
Is. 

v 2-Aco 
= 10 • log 

i» 
A/ CO i / / 

} 4 Aco2 Aco 
(5.36) 

or 
,2 1 

^rms _ Af 

Imax2 2 - ACO2 

''Cf-* 

2^ A/ AL CO, 

v
2 4 Aco2 A « 

rms 
® CO, 

2 - Aco r. 
x/

 A ^ " ^ / r ^ y co 
2 - r 2 

(5.37) 

Hence, the 1/f phase noise corner of an oscillator output spectrum is shown not 

equal to the 1/f device noise corner; but is multiplied by a constant factor. Note that by 

minimizing the "co/2" coefficient, which is the dc component of the oscillator circuit's 
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ISF; one can reduce both the 1/f phase noise corner and the oscillator circuit's phase 

noise (Equations 5.37 and 5.36 respectively). 

Hajimiri claimed that one can greatly reduce the 1/f3 phase noise corner by match

ing the rise and fall times of the oscillator output voltage waveform. The relationship 

between rise-fall-times-matching and the minimization of the coefficient "c0" is most pro

nounced in the ring oscillator ISF illustration, which will be covered in the next sub-sec

tion. 

5.1.4 HajimirVs phase noise model (for ring oscillator) 

Hajimiri has further applied his LTV phase noise model to ring type of oscillator 

circuits [11],[13]. Ring oscillator circuits are revealed to be the most sensitive to a current 

impulse disturbance during output waveform transitions, which is identical to LC-based 

oscillator circuits. Similarly, ring oscillators are least sensitive to a current impulse distur

bance when their output waveforms are saturated at either the maximum or the minimum 

voltage levels (see Figure 5.5). 
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Vo(t) 

V^ 
impulse applied at Vpeak Vo(t) 

AAA " 
impulse applied at zero-crossing 

Figure 5.5: Impulse Sensitivity Function of a ring oscillator circuit 

Similar to the LC-based oscillators, the ISF of ring oscillator circuits also share the 

same period with its corresponding ring oscillator output voltage waveform. Since both 

rise and fall times of a ring oscillator output waveform are shorter than the oscillation 

period, positive and negative "triangular lobes" on the ring oscillator ISF waveform (Fig

ure 5.6) seem to be spaced out much more than an LC-based oscillator ISF waveform 

(Figure 5.4). 

The ring oscillator circuit's ISF has an amplitude of "l/f'max", where "f'max" is the 

maximum slope of the normalized output voltage waveform (see Figure 5.6). In addition, 
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the width of each triangular peak and trough is "2/f max". The rms value of a ring oscilla

tor circuit's ISF can be calculated as the area under a pair of peak and trough (i.e. the time 

elapsed over one oscillation period): 

i 

2jt J max 

0 0 

Hence an oscillator circuit's ISF rms value can be greatly reduced if the "f 'max" 

value is maximized, which is the slew rate of the oscillator output voltage waveform. 
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slope = f max = 1/t,. 

Vo(t)/|Vo(t)| 

I 2ff'U i 2/f'inax I 2/f'U l/f'r 

-1/f'n 

Figure 5.6: Relationship between ring oscillator normalized output voltage 
and its ISF waveforms 

From Figure 5.6, triangular lobes along a ring oscillator circuit's ISF are illustrated 

to be related to the rise and fall times of the circuit's output voltage waveform. Thus with 

matching rise and fall times in the oscillator output waveform, areas within all positive 

and negative triangular lobes cancel each other in the ISF; and the "dc" value of the ISF 

(or the term "CQ") will be very close to zero. Otherwise, any mis-matches among the pos

itive and negative lobes in the ISF induce a non-zero "dc" value of the ISF (i.e. through 

integration of the ISF along the time domain). Although the relationship between rise-

fall-time-matching and the ISF "dc" value is shown with a ring oscillator circuit, this rela

tionship is also applicable to an LC-VCO circuit as well. 
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Hajimiri has defined the relationship between the time delay of a single delay stage 

and the rise time of the output voltage waveform of ring oscillator cirucits to be: 

J max 

where "n" is a proportionality constant with a value close to one. This relationsship is 

illustrated in Figure 5.7. 

Since the output voltage waveform shown in both Figures 5.6 and 5.7 are normal

ized (i.e. "V0(t)/|V0(t)|", the slope is approximated to be "f 'm a x" or "l/tr" (see Figure 5.7). 

In other words, the rise time "tr" is speciified as the time for the output waveform to rise 

from the most negative level to the most positive level of the voltage swing (i.e. 0% to 

100%). 
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V0(t)/|V0(t)| d e l a y ^ n / f ' ^ s l ° p e = f ' m a x = 1 / t r delay=n/f max 

J L 

1 + 

Figure 5.7: Relationship between ring oscillator circuit output signal 
rise time and delay 

Thus for a N stage ring oscillator circuit, the oscillation signal period (or twice the 

total propagation delay around the loop) and oscillation frequency will be: 

T=2n[radian] = 2 • N- 1D = 2 'N' 1^= 2-N-T[-tr 
J max 

(5.40) 

fo = 
fn 

T 2-N-T\ 2-N-x\-tr 

(5.41) 

For the proposed active-LC-based oscillator circuit, feedback signal paths are dif

ferential in nature; and the bias current for each delay stage is defined with a fixed value. 

Hence the rise time for the oscillation output signal will be: 
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a C • V • 
_ Imax _ *•*out ' swing (5-42) 

r ~ 1 ~ I 
'tail 'tail 

where "Cout" is total capacitance at the output node of each oscillator delay stage. 

By substituting Equation 5.42 into Equation 5.41, the oscillation frequency of a 

differential ring oscillator circuit will be: 

f _ 1_ _ J max _ 1 tail tail (5.43) 
J° ~ T~ 2-N-r] ~ 2-N-n-t' 2.N-r).qmax- 2 • N • r\ • Cout • Vswing 

Hence Equation 5.43 confirms with the operation mechanism of the proposed 

active LC-VCO circuit, where the choices of "N\ "Cout", and "Vswing" have been final

ized upon design completion; and the variation on "I tai l" direcdy controls the oscillation 

frequency. 

In Hajimiri's June 1999 journal paper [11], he has specified the drain current noise 

spectral density of a MOS transistor to be: 

*= A-k-T.yn-Cn-Z-iVcs-V,) = — "—^ = — ^ <5-44> 
A / , r~ -ox L vc* - , / (VGS-V,) V, 

char 
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where 

1 W 2 
hs = l-VCox-j-(VGS-V,)2 

(5.45) 

and 

(vGS-vt) 
char 

(5.46) 

are the drain current formula of a MOS device which operates in the saturation region, and 

the characteristic voltage of a "long channel" MOS device. The difference between 

"long" and "short" channel MOS device characteristic voltages is omitted for the phase 

noise derivation, and will be re-stated afterward. 

From Equation 5.44, the total current noise density at an individual oscillator out

put node will be: 

( .2\ 
I 

Nswitch vA/y Nlatch At Pload -Ci i rp | 'Nswitch 'tail lNswitch tail 

charN charN char. 
(5.47) 

or 
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ri2\ 

A/; Nswitch 

f . 2 \ f .2\ 
ln A- — 

-JJ Nlatch \ b Pload 

= S-k-T-I, tail — + —!—1 
:harN * charF 

(5.48) 

Equation 5.47 is valid because the total bias current is split between the NMOS 

switching-pair and NMOS cross-coupled-latch devices. 

Thus the total current noise density for the entire N-stage differential ring oscilla

tor will be: 

^ = 2-N-

f .2\ 
lJL 

Al 
= 16-N-k-T-Itail-\77l—+ l 

'charN *chart 
(5.49) 

By substituting Equations 5.49 and 5.56 into Equation 5.33, the phase noise of a 

N-stage differential ring oscillator circuit can be calculated as: 

L{Aro}= 10 log A/ 

4mJ 8 - J t 2 -A/ 
= 10 • log 

' 2-n2 ^ 

V3 • n 3 • N3J 

'tail 

U.T,2-^-/J 

(16 • NkT- Itail) •U— + T7
J—) 

x v charN y charV 

8 • JI2 • A / 

(5.50) 
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or 

L{Aco}= 10 log 
16 Nk-T ( VDD y D D ^ ffo 

L3-T] P yvcharN y, 
2SL\ (M^ 

(5.51) 

where 

P = N-Itail-VDD (5-52) 

and 

V u = E ^ (5-53) 
' char -, 

are the total power dissipation of the N-stage differential ring oscillator circuit, and the 

characteristic voltage of the "short channel" MOS device respectively. 

Equation 5.53 is applicable to devices classified in the "short channel" regime, as 

minimum gate lengths of 0.18um were chosen for NMOS devices (and 0.2um were cho

sen for PMOS devices) in the proposed differential ring oscillator circuits. In addition, 

"Ec" is the critical electric field, and is defined as the value of electrical field that halves 

the velocity of carriers inside the NMOS device; and "L" is the gate length of the NMOS 

device. Since the characteristic voltage of the MOS device varies directly with the corre

sponding device gate length, shorter gate length devices lead to smaller Vchar values, 
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which increases the oscillator cirucit's phase noise given by Equation 5.51. Hence there is 

a tradeoff between speed and phase noise performance of a differential ring oscillator cir

cuit. 

From Equation 5.51, the phase noise of a differential ring oscillator circuit is 

revealed to be dependent on the number of delay stages "N"; which agrees with Hajimiri's 

comments in his June 1999 journal [11]. 

5.2 Performance of Active LC-VCO 

The 2-stage active-LC-voltage-controlled-oscillator circuit has been simulated 

with parasitic capacitance extracted from their corresponding layout. Since the frequency 

tuning circuit is implemented with differential input controls, the voltage levels assigned 

to the two input pins, namely "Vupb" and "Vdnb", vary inversely (see Figure 5.8). 
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Dil1eren1ial Ring Oscillator (V0O2) Frequency Tuning (TT corner) 
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Figure 5.8: Simulated results of active LC-VCO frequency tuning 

Both simulation results and measurements are taken from one of the two output 

nodes of the 3-stage differential buffer circuits, and summarized in the following table: 
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TABLE 5.1. Post layout simulation results and lab measurements of active LC-VCO circuit 

Vupb 

0.9V 

0.8V 

0.7V 

0.6V 

0.5V 

0.4V 

0.3V 

Vdnb 

0.3V 

0.4V 

0.5V 

0.6V 

0.7V 

0.8V 

0.9V 

fvco 
(sim) 

3.532GHz 

3.735GHz 

4.034GHz 

4.433GHz 

4.849GHz 

5.193GHz 

5.607GHz 

fvco 
(meas) 

3.292GHz 

3.577GHz 

3.995GHz 

4.515GHz 

5.167GHz 

Phase Noise 
(sim at 
fvco+lOOkHz 
) 

-61.21dBc/Hz 

-61.10dBc/Hz 

-60.94dBc/Hz 

-60.77dBc/Hz 

-60.57dBc/Hz 

-60.17dBc/Hz 

-60.23dBc/Hz 

Phase Noise 
(sim at 
fvco+lMHz) 

-81.04dBc/Hz 

-80.83dBc/Hz 

-80.40dBc/Hz 

-79.49dBc/Hz 

-77.14dBc/Hz 

-72.35dBc/Hz 

-72.37dBc/Hz 

Phase Noise 
(meas at 
fvco+lOOkHz 
) 

-62.64dBc/Hz 

-58.52dBc/Hz 

-59.83dBc/Hz 

-63.62dBc/Hz 

-62.24dBc/Hz 

Phase Noise 
(meas at 
fvco+lMHz) 

-64.34dBc/Hz 

-59.08dBc/Hz 

-61.52dBc/Hz 

-66.80dBc/Hz 

-67.23dBc/Hz 

From the above table, three major differences between simulation and measured 

results are the minimum/centre/maximum frequencies, the VCO gain (or KVco)' a nd the 

phase noise of the oscillator circuit. 

From simulations, the oscillator output frequency has a minimum, a centre, and a 

maximum value of 3.532GHz, 4.5695GHz, and 5.607GHz; which corresponds to "Vdnb" 

control voltage values of 0.3V, 0.6V, and 0.9V respectively. From lab measurements, the 

oscillator output frequency has a minimum, a centre, and a maximum value of 3.292GHz, 

4.2295GHz, and 5.167GHz; which corresponds to "Vdnb" control voltage values of 0.3V, 

0.5V, and 0.7V respectively. The difference between simulation and measured results 
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may be caused by two factors: incomplete post-layout netlist extraction and inaccurate 

voltage-to-current converter modeling. 

The simulated post-layout netlists are extracted from both oscillator and buffer cir

cuits, but the parasitics from inter-connections between the oscillator and buffer circuits is 

missing; which contributes to the difference in both minimum and maximum oscillation 

frequencies between simulations and measurements. 

At the "Vdnb=0.5V, Vupb=0.7V" setting, the measured oscillation frequency is 

closest to the corresponding simulated result. But when "Vdnb" is set to lower voltage 

levels, the measured oscillation frequencies are lower than the simulated results. Simi

larly, when "Vdnb" is set to voltage levels higher than 0.5V, the measured oscillation fre

quencies are higher than the simulated results. Based on the measured results, the voltage-

to-current converter circuit steers more current to the ring oscillator circuit under each 

lOOmV change in the control voltages. In other words, the implemented voltage-to-cur

rent converter circuit has higher conversion gain than the simulated version. 

Furthermore, this characteristics is also reflected in the VCO gain values (or 

KVCO) between simulated and measured results. The simulated VCO gain transfer func-
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tion (or KVco) value is about 3.4734GHz/V. The measured maximum and minimum 

oscillation frequencies are 5.167GHz and 3.292GHz, which corresponds to a 400mV 

change in the control voltage. Thus the measured KVCO value can be approximated as 

(5.167GHz-3.292GHz)/0.4V or 4.6875GHz/V. 

The phase noise results at 100kHz away from each oscillation frequency setting 

are close between simulations and measurements. On the other hand, phase noise results 

at 1MHz away from each oscillation frequency setting are very different between simula

tions and measuremnets. From simulations, the phase noise difference between 100kHz 

and 1MHz offset frequencies are about 20dB at each oscillation setting. This follows 

region 8 of Leeson's phase noise model; which has a slope of -20dB/decade. From mea

surements, the phase noise at 1MHz offset frequency is almost identical to the phase noise 

at 100kHz offset frequency. This may due to noise and/or common mode interference 

coming from the power supply. Due to the pad-limited layout approach, only one of the 

differential buffer output is wirebonded to the off-chip environment. Hence the oscilla

tor's phase noise performance at the off-chip load cannot benefit from the common mode 

rejection property of the differential circuit topology. In addition, on-chip decoupling 

capacitors are missing between power and ground buses; hence any noise on the on-chip 
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power bus cannot be filtered out properly. Unfortunately, we cannot verify these claims 

because phase noise measurements can only be taken at one of the differential buffer out

put nodes; and the effect from the buffer circuit cannot be de-embedded. 

5.2.1 Impact on phase noise: choice of load 

The simulated output voltage waveforms are revealed to have asymmetrical rise 

and fall times. This mismatch leads to a widened 1/f corner frequency in the oscillator 

output spectrum, and consequently a relatively high phase noise profile (i.e. phase noise at 

100kHz away from both simulated and measured oscillation frequency). Hajimiri has 

suggested the use of more linear loads to resolve this issue. 

If poly-resistors or triode-mode PMOS devices are used as loads, then variations 

across process, voltage, and temperature (or simply PVT) only leads to a variation of the 

"resistance" value of the linear loads; which is much smaller than the resistivity difference 

between a triode-mode and a saturation-mode PMOS transistor. Although simulations on 

the existing PMOS active loads (i.e. operating in saturation mode) have been launched for 

"typical" and "slow" PVT simulation setups, there is a risk of changing PMOS operating 
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regions for "skew" process corner (i.e. "fast-P/slow-N"). Sometimes, skew corner process 

data may not be accessible from the chosen implementation process; and this type of 

potential risk may not be revealed through simulations. 

In addition to the elimination of PMOS active load operation mode variations, the 

selection of linear loads (i.e. poly-resistor or triode-mode PMOS device) also eliminates 

the need for the PMOS current mirror circuit. Hence less current density noise sources 

exist in the differential ring oscillator circuit, and the phase noise performance should be 

improved as well. If consistent output voltage magnitude is needed across PVT varia

tions, a common-mode feed-back loop (or CMFB) circuit can be utilized to meet this 

requirement. CMFB circuit is a negative feed-back loop that involves with an operational 

amplifier, a voltage reference branch, and a sense circuit embedded in the differential ring 

oscillator which provides the needed common-mode voltage level information. 

Finally, the number of delay stages inside a differential ring oscillator circuit 

affects both 1/f J corner frequency and the phase noise performance of the oscillator cir

cuit. Derivation of this relationship is reviewed in the next sub-section. 
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5.2.2 Impact on phase noise: number of delay stages and flicker 
noise up-conversion 

In addition to the down-conversion of noise close to harmonics of the oscillator 

output frequency, the number of delay stages in a ring oscillator circuit is revealed to be 

related to an oscillator's ISF rms value. From Figure 5.6, the sum of a pair of ISF positive 

and negative triangular lobes is: 

T^ = J_ . (\\t)dt = 4 . p , 2 A = A . (_I_V (5.54) 
rms 2n J0 27! J0 3TC \fmJ 

From Equation 5.40: 

T = 2n[radian] =2-N-"tD = ^ L J _> J _ = ^ L _ (5.55) 
J max J max ^ ' M 

By substituting Equation 5.55 back into Equation 5.54: 

r2 =A. r_Lv = A.f_jE_y = ^ L >r = E . af (5.56) 

1 3 - T V 

Since the relationship of the 1/f3 corner on the oscillator output phase noise profile 

is related to both dc and rms values of the ISF: 
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f - f IlL-t r2 3 ' ^ ' ^ 3 (5.57) 
Juf ~ Jl/f 2 -Jl/f ldc 2 

rms 

the 1/f3 corner of a differential ring oscillator increases nonlinearly with the number of 

delay stages. Due to the squared "oscillator's ISF dc value" term; the 1/f3 corner can be 

reduced by matching both rise and fall times of the oscillator output voltage waveform. 

This relationship reveals that differential ring oscillator circuits are more suscept-

able to the "1/f noise upconversion to phase noise" mechanism as the number of delay 

stages increases. Furthermore, with the widened 1/f3 corner, phase noise performance of 

the proposed 2-stage differential ring oscillator circuit is expected to be worse than the 

proposed single-stage passive LC-VCO circuit; which agrees with both post-layout simu

lation and measured results. 

5.3 Performance of the Passive LC-VCO 

The passive LC-VCO circuit is simulated with parasitics extracted from the circuit 

layout. As discussed in Chapter 2, eight shunt-connected varactors are implemented as 
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the frequency tuning element for this oscillator circuit; and the voltage applied to the input 

control pin, "Vtune", is varied from 0.2V to 1.8V (see Figure 5.9). 

Passive LC-VCO frequency luning p3 ,'PNP10',varac1or, TTcorner, Vdd=1.4V) 
(Hz) : i r l uneU 

3.0 

2.0 

> 1.0 

0.0 

-1.0 

X1 =0 .£qjaQQ&DdQjQC0eeO0T.Y1 =4.6643439352177g 
§523162939. Y2=5.S691763456672997c 

= 1.5999999523163 
Del1aY=704.83241046959972 meg 
le ngl h= 704.63241046959972 meg 
s lope=440.5202696720225a meg 

FreqMwco^ul)) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 5.9: Simulated results of passive LC-VCO frequency tuning 

Both simulation results and measurements are taken from one of the two output 

nodes of the 3-stage differential buffer circuits, and summarized in the following table: 
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TABLE 5.2. Post layout simulation results and lab measurements of passive LC-VCO circuit 

Vdnb 

0.2V 

0.3V 

0.4V 

0.5V 

0.6V 

0.7V 

0.8V 

0.9V 

1.0V 

1.1V 

1.2 V 

1.3 V 

1.4 V 

1.5 V 

1.6 V 

1.7 V 

1.8 V 

fvco (sim) 

4.864GHz 

4.923GHz 

4.978GHz 

5.040GHz 

5.098GHz 

5.156GHz 

5.209GHz 

5.260GHz 

5.308GHz 

5.351GHz 

5.391GHz 

5.427GHz 

5.461GHz 

5.491GHz 

5.517GHz 

5.544GHz 

5.569GHz 

fvco 
(nieas) 

4.575GHz 

4.710GHz 

4.815GHz 

4.905GHz 

4.965GHz 

5.020GHz 

5.070GHz 

5.110GHz 

5.150GHz 

5.180GHz 

5.215GHz 

5.240GHz 

5.270GHz 

5.290GHz 

5.315GHz 

5.335GHz 

5.360GHz 

Phase Noise 
(sim at 
fvco+lOOkHz) 

-78.927dBc/Hz 

-81.277dBc/Hz 

-83.425dBc/Hz 

-82.286dBc/Hz 

-81.226dBc/Hz 

-77.673dBc/Hz 

-76.515dBc/Hz 

-75.812dBc/Hz 

-75.292dBc/Hz 

-74.906dBc/Hz 

-74.607dBc/Hz 

-74.364dBc/Hz 

-74.162dBc/Hz 

-73.990dBc/Hz 

-73.842dBc/Hz 

-73.712dBc/Hz 

-73.596dBc/Hz 

Phase Noise 
(sim at 
fvco+lMHz) 

-105.58dBc/Hz 

-107.74dBc/Hz 

-109.19dBc/Hz 

-108.66dBc/Hz 

-106.05dBc/Hz 

-105.47dBc/Hz 

-104.52dBc/Hz 

-103.92dBc/Hz 

-103.47dBc/Hz 

-103.13dBc/Hz 

-102.86dBc/Hz 

-102.65dBc/Hz 

-102.47dBc/Hz 

-102.31dBc/Hz 

-102.18dBc/Hz 

-102.06dBc/Hz 

-101.95dBc/Hz 

Phase Noise 
(meas at 
fvco+lOOkHz) 

-62.49dBc/Hz 

-61.99dBc/Hz 

-66.54dBc/Hz 

-66.42dBc/Hz 

-66.36dBc/Hz 

-65.69dBc/Hz 

-66.50dBc/Hz 

-63.67dBc/Hz 

-63.88dBc/Hz 

-62.74dBc/Hz 

-63.00dBc/Hz 

-66.72dBc/Hz 

-66.57dBc/Hz 

-61.26dBc/Hz 

-57.47dBc/Hz 

-59.40dBc/Hz 

-63.37dBc/Hz 

Phase Noise 
(meas at 
fvco+lMHz) 

-65.11dBc/Hz 

-69.36dBc/Hz 

-70.68dBc/Hz 

-70.68dBc/Hz 

-70.82dBc/Hz 

-73.89dBc/Hz 

-74.83dBc/Hz 

-65.53dBc/Hz 

-71.25dBc/Hz 

-68.97dBc/Hz 

-70.39dBc/Hz 

-74.37dBc/Hz 

-74.15dBc/Hz 

-70.86dBc/Hz 

-65.77dBc/Hz 

-68.07dBc/Hz 

-72.38dBc/Hz 

From the above table, three major differences between simulation and measured 

results are the minimum/centre/maximum frequencies, the VCO gain (or KVco)> aQd the 

phase noise of the oscillator circuit. 

From simulations, the oscillator output frequency has a minimum, a centre, and a 

maximum value of 4.864GHz, 5.2165GHz, and 5.569GHz; which corresponds to "Vtune" 
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control voltage values of 0.2V, 1.0V, and 1.8V respectively. From lab measurements, the 

oscillator output frequency has a minimum, a centre, and a maximum value of 4.575GHz, 

4.9675GHz, and 5.36GHz; which corresponds to the same "Vtune" settings. Similar to 

the active LC-VCO simulations, the difference between simulation and measured results 

of the passive LC-VCO circuit is due to the missing parasitics from inter-connections 

between the oscillator and buffer circuits; which contributes to the difference in the mini

mum, the centre, and the maximum oscillation frequencies between simulations and mea

surements. 

When the control voltage "Vtune" is set to a voltage level of 0.5V and higher, the 

incremental output oscillation frequency is very close between simulation and measured 

results; and the PNP varactors seem to behave closely to the simulated device model. But 

for "Vtune" with settings between 0.2V and 0.4V, measured incremental output oscilla

tion frequencies are higher than the corresponding simulated values. This may be caused 

by some inaccuracy of the varactor device model. Hence the overall LC-VCO circuit's 

output frequency variation is larger than the simulated version, which leads to a slightly 

higher KVco value. The simulated Kyco value is about 440.62MHz/V. The measured 

maximum and minimum oscillation frequencies are 5.36GHz and 4.575GHz, which corre-
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sponds to a 1.6V change in the control voltage. Thus the measured KVCO value can be 

approximated as (5.36GHz-4.575GHz)/1.6V or 490.525MHz/V. In other words, the 

implemented passive LC-VCO circuit has an output frequency tuning range of 815MHz. 

From simulations, the phase noise difference between 100kHz and 1MHz offset 

frequencies are about 26dB at each oscillation setting. This falls into regions 7 and 8 of 

Leeson's phase noise model; which has a slope of -30dB/decade and -20dB/decade 

respectively. From measurements, the phase noise at 1MHz offset frequency is almost 

identical to the phase noise at 100kHz offset frequency. Similar to the active LC-VCO 

circuit setup, the poor phase noise performance may be caused by both single-ended out

put signal measurement and the lack of on-chip decoupling capacitors between power and 

ground buses. Similar to the active LC-VCO situation, we cannot test both oscillator and 

buffer circuits separately to verify these claims. 

5.3.1 Impact on phase noise: asymmetrical rise and fall times 

Similar to the active LC-VCO cirucits, the oscillator outupt voltage waveform has 

slight asymmetry between rise and fall times; hence there exists a small non-zero value for 
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the oscillator's ISF dc value. This mismatch in waveform rise and fall times leads to a rel

atively high 1/f corner frequency in the oscillator's output spectrum, and a higher phase 

noise profile. The solution to this issue is to re-balance the drive strength of both PMOS 

and NMOS switching devices (i.e. the two cross-coupled current starved CMOS inverter) 

inside the -gm gain stage of the oscillator circuit: 

I W I W W W 
gmn = h-\iH-Cox--jf-IDS = gmp= l2-\lp-C0X-jf-IDS-^]LB-jf = \lp-jf (5-58> 

In addition to the "gm" matching among the PMOS and NMOS devices, Dr. Calvin 

Plett and Dr. John Rogers have suggested the idea of "impedance" matching for further 

improvement on the oscillator circuit's phase noise performance [29]. Hence the total 

gate area of both PMOS and NMOS devices can be matched as follows: 

Cgn = 1 • Wn • Ln • Cox = Cgp = y • Wp • Lp • Cox ^Wn-Ln=Wp-Lp 
(5.59) 

where "7" represents the fraction of the MOS device gate that is not in the "pinch-off 

region. Hence "7" has a value of 2/3 and 1 when the "long-channel" MOS device is oper-
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ating in "saturation" and "triode" modes respectively. In this case, VDS must be OV when 

the NMOS device is operating in "triode" mode. For "short-channel" MOS devices, "7" 

has a value close to 1 when the transistor is operating in the "saturation" mode. 

By subsituting Equation 5.59 into Equation 5.58: 

•*" K - ^ Lp->
L»-Lf»p.Wp-

L
P np Ln-*

L*-L>\-*L*-L> fc (5"60) 

By subsituting Equation 5.60 into Equation 5.59: 

W L - W • L -> ̂  = — - 1^ (5-61) 
" " ' " Wn Lp~^p 

Thus we can match both "gm" and "impedance" of PMOS and NMOS switching 

devices with the following steps: 

1. Choose "Lp" to minimum gate length specified by the chosen technology to ensure 

fastest PMOS operation 

2. Scale NMOS device length "Ln" to the value given by Equation 5.60 
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3. Scale the PMOS to NMOS gate width ratio "Wp/Wn" to the value given by Equation 

5.61 

5.3.2 Impact on phase noise: tail current bias device 

Hajimiri revealed in his papers that the bias current tail transistor is a cause for 

phase noise degradation [10], [13]. Since the drain node of the bias current tail transistor 

is pulled up whenever each one of the two NMOS cross-coupled latch devices conducts, 

which corresponds to half the oscillation period; the drain node thus moves at twice the 

oscillation frequency. 

Due to this frequency-doubling nature, noise close to even harmonics (instead of 

odd harmonics) of the oscillation frequency will be up/down-converted as phase noise at 

the output spectrum. This is accomplished by the oscillator ISF even order co-efficients; 

namely "co", "C2", "C4", and so on. The effect of such phase noise degradation is illus

trated as follows (see figure 5.10): 
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it„:i2AIelta-f hail 

bias current tail device "flicker" noise 

bias current tail device noise profile 
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oscillator output phase noise 

Figure 5.10: Up-conversion of flicker noise and down-conversion of 
noises in even order harmonics vicinity onto oscillator phase noise 

In order to resolve this phase noise degradation issue, Hajimiri placed a shunt 

capacitor to the NMOS bias tail current device. The shunt capacitor acts as a low pass fil

ter (i.e. if designed with a -3dB corner frequency much lower than the 2nd harmonics of 

the oscillation frequency), and attenuates high frequency signals at the joined source node 

of the NMOS cross-coupled latch devices. Thus variation on the drain-source voltage of 

the NMOS bias tail current device is reduced, and channel-length modulation on the drain 

current is minimized (see Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.11: Complementary LC-VCO node voltages and effect of shunt 
capacitor "Ci,jas" on bias NMOS Vds ripple reduction 

In addition to the voltage variation reduction on the drain node of the NMOS bias 

tail current device, the placement of the shunt capacitor "Cbias" also reduced the duty 

cycle of both PMOS and NMOS cross-coupled latch devices (only NMOS devices are 

shown in Figure 5.12). In other words, less drain currents and corresponding drain current 

noises will be flowing through the oscillator circuit within each oscillation period. Thus 

phase noise of the LC-VCO circuit will be improved. 
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Figure 5.12: Cross-coupled NMOS device duty cycle reduction effect 
from shunt capacitor "Cj,ias" 

One disadvantage of this shunt capacitor implementation is the reduction on the 

oscillator output impedance at high frequency (i.e. impedance of a capacitor decreases as 

frequency increases). Thus it makes the oscillator circuit more susceptable to noise on the 

power supply "VDD". 

Finally, the shunt capacitor implementation only resolves the issue related to 

down-conversion of noise close to even harmonics of the circuit's oscillation frequency; 

but not the issue related to up-conversion of low frequency noise sources (i.e. flicker noise 

of NMOS bias tail current device). The solution for this issue can be addressed by adding 

some series resistance and extra shunt capacitance between the gates of the NMOS bias 

current mirror devices. Thus, this low pass filter will reduce the device noise contribution 
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(i.e. beyond the LPF 3dB-corner) at a rate of -20dB/decade. But in order to filter out noise 

at very low frequencies, this shunt capacitor will most likely be implemented as an off-

chip component. 

In conclusion, the relationship between NMOS current bias transistor and up/ 

down-conversions of flicker/white noise is applicable to both active and passive LC-VCO 

circuits. Since noise power is multiplied by the square of the current mirror ratio (see 

Chapter 2), extreme care must be taken on the choice of the bias current mirror ratio. This 

is a trade-off between the current required for oscillation speed, voltage headroom for Vds 

of NMOS bias current tail device, and phase noise performance caused by the low-fre

quency noise source up-conversion mechanism. 

5.4 Results Summary 

Oscillation frequency measurements on both active and passive LC-VCO circuits 

are close to their corresponding simulation results. The passive LC-VCO circuit has a fre

quency span of +1-1.9% from the centre frequency of 4.9675GHz. The active LC-VCO 

circuit has a frequency of+7-22.16% from the centre frequency of 4.2295GHz. 
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Phase noise measurements on both active and passive LC-VCO circuits are much 

worse than their corresponding simulation results. The passive LC-VCO circuit has the 

best phase noise measurement of -66.72dBc/Hz and -74.37dBc/Hz at 100kHz and 1MHz 

away from the oscillation frequency of 5.24GHz. The active LC-VCO circuit has the best 

phase noise measurement of -63.62dBc/Hz and -66.8dBc/Hz at 100kHz and 1MHz away 

from the oscillation frequency of 4.515GHz. 

Potential root causes of sub-optimal phase noise results and slight mismatches in 

oscillation frequencies and KVCO values include: single-ended phase noise measurement 

from differential buffer output nodes, incomplete parasitic modeling for simulations, lack 

of on-chip and off-chip decoupling capacitors for input/power/ground nodes, and inaccu

rate modeling for frequency tuning components of both active and passive LC-VCO cir

cuits; namely the voltage-to-current converter circuit and the lateral PNP bipolar 

transistors. 

A few solutions for phase noise performance improvement are included at the end 

of this chapter, which can be further investigated as future work. 
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions 

6.1 Summary Of Key Findings 

This thesis has explored the concept of active inductance generation through vari

ous gyrator-capacitor feedback circuit topologies. The concept has been verified with the 

construction of an "active-inductor"-capacitor voltage controlled oscillator circuit; whose 

architecture resembles a 2-stage differential ring oscillator circuit. For comparison pur

pose, a resonator based voltage controlled oscillator circuit is built with on-chip differen

tial spiral inductor and PNP varactor devices; and is referred as a LC-VCO circuit. Both 

ring oscillator and LC-VCO circuits have been fabricated with TSMC180nm technology. 
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From measurements, the differential ring oscillator circuit has a frequency span of 

+/-22.16% from the centre frequency of 4.2295GHz; and best phase noise measurements 

of-63.62dBc/Hz and -66.8dBc/Hz at 100kHz and 1MHz away from the oscillation fre

quency of 4.515GHz. These measured results are comparable to their corresponding post-

layout simulation results, with the exception of phase noise measurement probed at 1MHz 

away from various oscillation frequency settings. The largest discrepancies between sim

ulated and measured results is about 21.75dB. 

From measurements, the LC-VCO circuit has a frequency span of +1-1.9% from 

the centre frequency of 4.9675GHz; and best phase noise measurements of -66.72dBc/Hz 

and -74.37dBc/Hz at 100kHz and 1MHz away from the oscillation frequency of 

5.24GHz. These measured results are comparable to their corresponding post-layout sim

ulation results, with the exception of phase noise measurements made at both 100kHz and 

1MHz away from various oscillation frequency settings. The largest discrepancies 

between simulated and measured phase noise results (at 1MHz offset) is about 40.47dB. 

Potential root causes of discrepancies between simulated and measured results 

include: single-ended phase noise measurement from differential buffer output nodes, 

incomplete parasitic modeling for simulations, lack of on-chip decoupling capacitors for 
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on-chip power and ground buses, and inaccurate modeling for frequency tuning compo

nents of both active and passive LC-VCO circuits; namely the voltage-to-current con

verter circuit and the PNP varactor devices. 

However, such potential root causes for sub-optimal phase noise measurements 

will need to be validated with future research. 

6.2 Future Work 

Potential future investigations in the area of active inductance generation and on-

chip oscilator circuit design includes: 

1. Validate potential root cause of sub-optimal phase noise performance with solutions 

proposed in Chapter 5 

2. Improve on phase noise performance on both diffrential ring oscillator and LC-VCO 

circuits 

3. Explore the application of differential ring oscillator to phase lock loop circuits 
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